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FOREWORD

Economic issues are becoming more important in the relationships
between the United States and other countries. This second National
Defense University (NDU) report on climate and crops addresses one ele-
ment in the complicated calculus of economic strengths and vulner-
abilities.

The authors conclude that, to the year 2000 at least, climate will probably
be a much weaker determinant of crop yields than agricultural technology.
Nevertheless, they found interesting country-to-country differences
among the responses of crop yields to possible climate changes.

The study was conceived against a backdrop of concern about the effects
of climatic change on shrinking world food reserves. Although some of that
concern evaporated afterfive years of high worldwide grain production, the
initial research question has assumed a new relevance following the recent
spate of poor harvests and President Carter's partial embargoes on the
export of grain and technology to the Soviet Union. It should be noted,
however, that the research project was originally undertaken with only the
general idea that U.S. agriculture is an important national security asset. It
seemed useful to future policymaking for NDU to help estimate how various
climate changes might affect the global agricultural economy.

A secondary goal of this interdisciplinary effort was to advance the art of
making climate impact assessments; the research team devised a proto-
type climate-response model. In addition, the team combined futuristic and
probabilistic techniques with expert judgments to surmount two major
obstacles: data voids and the relative uncertainty surrounding future
climate and technology.

We at the National Defense University extend our deep appreciation to the
cosponsoring agencies for their support and to the many individuals whose
professional contributions made this study possible.

R. G. GARD, JR.
Lieutenant General, U.S. Army
President
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ABSTRACT

As previously reported, a broad spectrum of subjective probabilities was
distilled into five scenarios which describe possible global climate
changes to the year 2000. Reported herein are estimates of how crop yields
would respond to these climate changes if there were no changes in agri-
cultural technology. The most likely climate change, a slight global warming
with a 'probability* of 0.30, was found to have negligible effects on 15 'key"
crops. The more appreciable effects of the other climate changes differed
from crop to crop in direction and magnitude; Canadian and Soviet wheat
yields registered the largest responses. The potential crop-yield effects of
technological change are judged to be severalfold larger than the effects of
the posited climate changes.

In the second phase of this study, a simple climate-response model was
used to project frequency distributions of annual yields, absent techno-
logical change. The inputs for a particular crop arid assumed climate
change were (1) a joint distribution of annual temperature and precipitation,
and (2) an expression for annual yield as a function of the same variables.
The first input was derived from the climatological records of the crop
region, the second from estimates made by an Agriculture Panel.

The panelists also projected yield trends to 2000 AD in consideration of
perceived changes in technology, but no change in climate. When aggre-
gated, their projections imply yield increases of about 10% for Australian
wheat and 50% for Argentine corn; the remainder of the expected tech-
nology-induced increases lie between 20% and 40%.

The primary purpose of the second phase, however, was to isolate and
quantify the effects of plausible climate changes. Aside from the slight
global warming, the climate scenarios delineated a large cooling ("prob-
ability" 0.10), a moderate cooling (0.25), a moderate warming (0.25). and a
large warming (0.10).

1. In order of sensitivity, Canadian wheat, Soviet spring wheat and
Soviet winter wheat were the key crops most affected, partly be-
cause global temperature changes are amplified at higher latitudes.
Average yields were depressed 4.3% to 3.4% by moderate cooling
and 8.5% to 6.2% by !arge cooling. The moderate and large warm-
ings enhanced yields by somewhat smaller percentages; the slight
warming enhanced them by fractions of a percent.
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ABSTRACT

2. Next most sensitive were Australian wheat, Argentine wheat,
Argentine corn and Indian wheat, all of whose yields were stimu-
lated in the two cooling scenarios and inhibited in the three warm-
ing scenarios.

3. Less sensitive still were U.S. corn, soybeans and winter wheat,
which had positive responses to cooling, as well as U.S. spring
wheat and Chinese winter wheat, which had negative responses.
Moderate and large warming elicited opposite yield responses.

4. The average yields of three subtropical crops-Indian rice, Chinese
rice and Brazilian soybeans-were depressed slightly in all the
climate scenarios.

These technology-neutral conclusions are subject to considerable uncer-
tainty regarding the expected zonal changes in precipitation, the more
important of the two weather/climate variables.

The influence of a climate change on the interannual variability of yields is
more problematic than its consequences for average yields. Relative vari-
ability generally decreased in the cooling scenarios and increased in the
warming scenarios; Soviet winter wheat was a signal exception to this pat-
tern. For most crops, climate-induced yield trends would be masked by
both the year-to-year fluctuation of yields and the enhancement of yields
due to technological factors. Nevertheless, the yield projections for 2000
suggest that, on the margin and with low probability, climatic change could
have substantial effects (directly or indirectly) on the agricultural economies of
several countries, if not on total world food production. Such effects and
their policy implications are examined in the final phase of the National
Defense University's climate impact assessment.
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PREFACE

The buildup of carbon dioxide will lead to global warming! The earth is
entering another ice age! Public concern about such pronouncements is
being translated into support for a coordinated attack on fundamental cli-
matic questions.

At the international level, the World Meteorological Organization and other
U.N. agencies sponsored a World Climate Conference in February 1979.
The conferees declared that "an interdisciplinary effort of unprecedented
scope" is needed if climate is ever to be predicted in a meaningful way. A
few months later, a congress of the WMO resolved to implement a compre-
hensive World Climate Program aimed at a better understanding of the
causes and effects of climatic change, past and future. Responsibilities for
the four main facets of the program-climate data, climate applications, cli-
mate research, and climate impact studies-will be shared variously among
the WMO, the International Council of Scientific Unions, the United Nations
Environment Program, the U.N. Food and Agricultural Organization, and
several other entities.

Earlier, in September 1978, President Carter had committed the United
States to parallel goals when he signed the National Climate Program Act
(Public Law 95-367). Two years priorto that milestone, the National Defense
University undertook a pilot climate impact assessment, presuming to
quantify what will remain unknowable for some time.

The policy-oriented NDU project addressed two questions. How much is
climate likely to change by the year 2000? To what extent will possible cli-
matic changes affect economic and military activities? With respect to the
first question, we queried climatologists for probabilistic answers that
would be of some use to policymakers in lieu of reliable, scientifically based
predictions. The second question proved too ambitious, so we settled fora
case study of agriculture. However, our climate-response methodology can
be transferred to other subject areas by replacing its objective functions
(annual crop yields) with, say, functions pertinent to heating-fuel require-
ments or water resources.

The focal point of the endeavor was a small, interdisciplinary staff drawn
from several branches of the Government. Assisted by the Institute for the
Future, the resident staff conducted a brokerage operation, planning the
study around futuristic techniques for the solicitation and analysis of non-
existent information, and orchestrating advice, "data" and insights from a
host of volunteers.
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PREFACE

The study was broken into the tasks described at the beginnirg of the sum-
mary chapter. In Task I, after surveying a panel of climatologist,, thc si iff
developed and published five global climate scenarios for the year 2000
Task II, the main subject of the present report, dealt with the implications of
the climate scenarios for the yields of selected crops, in the absence of
technological c; iange. The implementation of Task II resembled that of Task 1,
i.e., the staff processed and analyzed contributed data. Roles were
reversed for Task Ill, the results of which are being published separately. In
this instance the staff furnished data (climate-crop scenarios) for a policy
analysis by an invited group of agricultural economists.

The climate-response model used in Task II has several virtues, one being
the capacity to handle arbitrary climate changes. (We take no sides in the
debate between "warmers" and "coolers.") Another is its potential for gen-
eralization beyond agriculture. And not least is the model's transparency:
crop yields were related to temperature and precipitation by means of a
natural, first-principles logic without resort to "fitting." The independent
weather/climate variables and the dependent crop-yield variables were
treated as incremental departures from the averages of the recent past,
making it easier to compare inputs and outputs between crops and climate
scenarios. One might criticize the failure of the model to account for all the
complications of real life. Additional crop-weather variables could indeed
be accommodated, at a price. Despite its simplicity, the present model
generates quantitative answers in considerable detail; by projecting dis-
tributions of annual yields, it reflects the impact of a climate change on the
year-to-year variability of yields, as well as ihe impact on dverage yields.

Had there been a choice, we would have employed "hard" data throughout
Task II. But we hold that an assessment founded on expert judgments is
preferable to none. Nothing ventured, nothing gained. The inputs to the
climate-response model are (1) an expression for yield as a function of
annual temperature and precipitation, (2) an assumed climate change, and
(3) a joint distribution of annual temperature and precipitation correspond-
ing to the climate change. The annual-yield functions were aggregated from
estimates made by members of our Agriculture Panel. Since the climate of
2000 AD cannot be predicted, we used the global climate scenarios that
were formulated in Task I. The joint distributions of annual temperature and
precipitation are "hard" data insofar as they are based on climatological
records of the recent past. All three input components are of interest quite
apart from what the climate-response model does with them.

On the output side of the ledger, the reader will find five mutually exclusive
(but not necessarily exhaustive) global climate-crop scenarios The sce-
narios are not predictions. Rather they are plausible, coherent pictures of
climate and crop yields around the year 2000; they are incomplete in that
only the "pure" effects of climate change have been quantified. The
scenarios are assigned subjective probabilities of occurrence, a novel
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PREFACE

feature intended to increase their utility for policymakers. Also, we went
beyond the specific climate scenarios of Task I and compiled an atlas of
yield responses for a continuum of climate changes. With this atlas the
reader can construct climate-crop scenarios ad hb To complement the
technology-neutral scenarios, we present the Agriculture Panel's percep-
tions of how technological changes might affect yields if there were
no climate change. The technology projections cast some light on the rela-
tive importance of technology and climate for the remainder of the 20th
century However, the uncertainty m3nifested in the technology projections
bespeaks a need for additional research on ways to extrapolate technology
trends and analyze the interactions between technology and climate

At the outset, the study seemed to be well worthwhile if it could place in
perspective some of the conflicting and dire assertions about climate
change that were then in circulation. We are reasonably sure now that from
a global standpoint climate change is unlikely to be a critical determinant of
crop yields during the next two or thr..e decades. We cannot, of course, rule
out greater climatic effects in the inure distant future.

In drafting this report we envisioned an inhomogeneous audience of meteo-
rologists, climatologists, agronomists, economists, futurists, model builders,
and policymakers, to name a few. The Summary is designed to meet part of
everyone's needs. Beyond that, the subject matter is divided between
methodology and inputs, on the one hand, and results on the other
Chapter I is devoted to methodology. The basic results appear in Chapter II
(the effects of technologic&l change on crop yields) and Chapter III (the
climate-crop scenarios). Chapter IV contains comparative analyses of the
basic results, as well as an examination of the expertise represented in the
crop-yield data bases. In the second volume we elaborate on the climate-
response model, present inputs and outputs of general interest, and dis-
cuss questions of sensitivity and uncertainty (Chapters V and VI). Material
deemed to be of narrower interest was consigned to appendixes.

Some caveats are in order for a demonstration project of this sort. We
recognize that refinements and extensions of Tasks I and II are desirable.
Anyone using the results of this report should appreciate not only our as-
sumptions and methodologies, but also the uncertainties that arise from
the substitution of expert judgment 'or "hard" data. Finally, the reader
should note that there is no attempt to project the combined effects of
changes in technology and climate.

Xvii
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SUMMARY

S-1 INTRODUCTION

Some scientists foresee a cooler world climate by the turn of the century,
others a warmer one. In 1976, the Research Directorate of the National De-
fense University organized a cooperative study to quantify such judgments
and assess the impact of the perceived climate changes on agriculture. The
study was divided into four tasks:

* Task I: To define and estimate the likelihood of changes in climate
during the next 25 years, and to construct climate scenarios for the
year 2000.

* Task I1: To estimate the likely effects of possible climatic changes on
selected crops in specific countries, and to develop a methodology
for combining crop responses and climate probabilities into climate-
crop scenarios for the year 2000.

9 Task II: To evaluate the domestic and international policy implica-
tions of the climate-crop scenarios, and to identify the climatic vari-
ables that are of key importance in the choice of policy options.

e Task IV: To transfer the climate-crop research results and a gen-
eralized climate-response methodology to individuals and organiza-
tions concerned with the consequences of climatic changes in
fields other than agriculture, and to identify areas of research which
might refine or extend the findings of the first three tasks.

The results of Task I were published in Climate Change to the Year 2000, A
Survey of Expert Opinion, National Defense University, February 1978. The
present report is concerned with Task l1 and the italicized portions of Tasks
III and IV.

Task II was accomplished by means of a simple, discrete climate-response
model of apparently broad applicability. To project the effects of an
assumed climate change on a particular crop, the model combines two
matrices; one matrix expresses relative annual yield as a function of mean
temperature and precipitation, and the other describes the joint distribu-
tion of annual temperature and precipitation. The primary output of the
model is a frequency distribution of relative annual yields which reflects the
year-to-year variability of temperature and precipitation in the assumed cli-
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mate state. The annual-yield matrix is based on estimates solicited from a
panel of agricultural scientists, and the crop-weather matrix is based on
climatological records.

The model isolates the climate component of crop yields by assuming a
constant agricultural technology. To help the panelists put aside the
dynamics of technology before they addressed weather-yield relation-
ships for a crop, we asked them to project separately the effects of technol-
ogy on yield trends assuming no change in climate between 1976 and 2000.
Although technology was a secondary issue in the context of Task I1, the
technology component of crop yields is a subject of great importance.
Indeed, one of our principal conclusions is that technology, rather than cli-
mate, is likely to be the chief determinant of most crop yields in the last
quarter of the 20th century.

S-2 METHODOLOGY: THE CLIMATE COMPONENT OF CROP YIELDS

The climate-response model projects frequency distributions of annual
crop yields for arbitrary climate states, which are referred to the climate of
the recent past (the "Base Period"). In calculating these distributions we
assumed no change from the indigenous technologies in 1976. The inputs
and outputs of the model are illustrated in Chapter I.

The model was applied to the 15 "key" country-crop combinations in Table
S-1. Peculiar to each combination is a matrix whose elements express rela-
tive annual yield Y as a function of \T and \P, where

AT = the departure of a year's mean heading-period temperature
from the long-term average prevailing in the Base Period, and

\P= the percentage departure of the same year's mean crop-
year precipitation from the long-term average prevailing in
the Base Period.

To be more precise, the annual crop-weather points (.\T, .\P) are midpoints
of rectangular regions in the temperature-precipitation plane. The same
yield value Y(.\T, .\P) is ascribed to all joint weather events that lie in the
rectangle centered on the point (.\T, .\P). All three variables are considered
to be spatial averages for the crop region of interest. The annual-yield
matrix is itself an expertise-weighted average of individual matrices sub-
mitted by members of the Agriculture Panel. Graphs of the aggregated
annual-yield functions are presented in Section 5-5.

Associated with each annual-yield function Y(,kT, \P) is a climatological
probability density function. The latter is a bivariate normal distribution
(BND) which approximates the joint distribution of .\T and \P observed in

2
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the Base Period. The duration of the Base Period varies from crop to crop
according to the length of the available climate records from which were ex-
tracted the parameters of the BND-the standard deviations of .\T and .\P,
and their correlation coefficient. The bivariate normal distribution is treated
as a matrix indexed by .\Tand .\P; each matrix element BND(,\T, .\P) gives
the probability that a joint departure of temperature and precipitation will
fall in a rectangular region of fixed dimensions centered on the crop-
weather point (.\T, .\P).

To calculate the probabihty that an annual yield will lie within a particular
interval of yields, one sums the probabilities BND(.\T, .\P) such that the cor-
responding yields Y(.\T, .\P) lie in the interval. Doing this for a sequence of
adjacent yield intervals, one constructs the frequency distribution of annual
yields induced by the joint distribution of .\T and .\P in the Base Period.
With some obvious liberty, we interpret the Base-Period BND for each
country-crop combination as a description of "present" climate, orthe state
of "no climate change." However, the Base-Period yield distributions have
no direct historical analogs because they are "frozen" in 1976 technology.

In our model, a climate change is a joint occurrence of .\T and .\P, where

AT = change in the long-term average of annual mean heading-
period temperature, and

AP = percentage change in the long-term average of mean crop-
year precipitation,

both changes being referred to the Base Period. Unlike \T and .\P, the
long-term shifts in temperature and precipitation are not restriCted to dis-
crete values.

In order to project a distribution of annual yields after a given climate
change, we assumed that the pattern of interannual fluctuations of temper-
ature and precipitation about their new averages would be the same as in
the Base Period. This assumption is equivalent to making linear transforma-
tions of the random variables in the Base-Period bivariate normal distribu-
tion. Hence, it is a simple matter to calculate for the given climate change a
new crop-weather matrix BND(AT, AP) whose rows and columns are
compatible with the annual-yield matrix. Then, summing the probabilities
BND(AT, AP) over a sequence of yield intervals, one computes the fre-
quency distribution of annual yields that corresponds to the new climate
state. All such frequency distributions employ , iform scale of "nor-
malized" relative yields on which 100 represents the calculated average
yield of a crop in the Base Period.

Yield distributions were projected for 49 assumed climate changes. We
summarized all the distributions for each key crop by plotting their ex-
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pected values and standard deviations as smooth functions of .\T and .\P
(see Section 6-4). These plots provide a synoptic view of the crops' re-
sponses to a wide range of climate changes. The likelihood of climate
change is a separate consideration.

S-3 THE CLIMATE-CROP SCENARIOS

In Task I, after surveying a panel of climatologists, we compiled five global
climate scenarios for the year 2000. The climatologists estimated changes
in a number of climatic parameters. The individual estimates most relevant
to Task II took the form of subjective probability distributions for the global
value of .\T and the values of .\T and AP in certain zones of latitude. Various
schemes involving expertise weights were used to aggregate the individual
distributions and to derive for each scenario a "probability" of occurrence
and a set of "expected" zonal climate changes.

Table S-1 contains the names of the global climate scenarios, the expected
zonal climate changes, and the latitude zones of the key crops. The "proba-
bilities" of the scenarios are 0.10 for large cooling and large warming, 0.25
for moderate cooling and warming, and 0.30 for the Same as the Last 30
Years Scenario (a slight global warming). Roughly speaking, these "proba-
bilities" measure the Climate Panel's collective credence in the global tem-
perature change associated with each scenario.

Using the data in Table S-1, we calculated frequency distributions of annual
yields for each climate scenario. The resulting climate-crop scenarios are
discussed below (see also Chapters III and IV).

S-4 METHODOLOGY: THE TECHNOLOGY COMPONENT OF CROP YIELDS

In addition to estimating weather-yield relationships, the Agriculture Panel
projected average yields to the year 2000 assuming no change from
present climate patterns, but taking into account the likely rate of adoption
of new or existing agricultural technology.

A panelist's projection fora single crop consisted of three paths represent-
ing the 10th, 50th and 90th percentiles of yield trends. The triplets of per-
centiles for 2000 AD were converted to probability density functions which
in turn were weighted according to self-ratings of expertise and then
averaged to produce an aggregated frequency distribution of yield esti-
mates. The expected values of these distributions are examined in the next
section; Chapter II deals with the technology projections in greater detail.
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S-5 RESULTS: AVERAGE YIELDS AROUND THE YEAR 2000

Salient elements of the climate-crop scenarios and the technology projec-
tions are summarized in Table S-2. The left-hand portion of the table per-
tains to the projected average effects of the Task I climate scenarios,
assuming no change in technology. (The "Same" scenario, the most likely
of the five, is omitted because its effects on crop yields are negligible.) The
middle column pertains to the "expected" effects of technological change,
assuming no change in climate.

As for the climate component of yields, one notes that the impact of a par-
ticular climate scenario, relative to the Base Period, differs from crop to
crop. Some yields are enhanced (+) by the climate change, others are de-
pressed (). Among the nine wheat crops, for example, there are five
"losers" and four "gainers" in the cooling scenarios. Most crop entries are
antisymmetrical, i.e., a cooling scenario and the corresponding warming
scenario have opposite and approximately equal effects. "Small" yield
changes are in the majority, even in the two extreme scenarios, which have
the most-pronounced effects.

9 The climate changes have the greatest impact in the northern higher
middle latitudes where global temperature changes are amplified.
The Canadian and Soviet wheat crops suffer "large" or "moderate"
losses in the cooling scenarios and enjoy similar gains in the warm-
ing scenarios. U.S. sprig wheat responds in the same directions,
but its yield changes are "small."

e Next most sensitive after Canadian and Soviet wheat are the key
crops of the southern lower middle latitudes, but the directions of
their yield responses are contrary to those in the northern higher
middle latitudes.

o Yield changes for key crops of the northern lower middle latitudes
are "small" in all cases. Changes are in the same dircctions as in the
southern zone, except for Chinese winter wheat, which responds
iike the more northerly wheat crops.

9 In tne subtropical latitudes, most yield changes are "small" and

negative. Indian wheat has a pattern similar to U.S. winter wheat.

The "exact" changes in expected yields are graphed in Section 4-3.

Table S-2 also deals with what we regard as the Agriculture Panel's "best"
point estimates of the potential effects of technology, namely, the expected
values of the aggregated yield distributions projected for the year 2000.
Individually and collectively, the panelists' technology estimates reflect
substantial-and understandable-uncertainty about the future adoption cf

7
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technology for most of the key crops Therefore, the expected values of the
technology projections should be seen as very "fuzzy" numbers (for more
on this uncertainty, see Chapters II and IV) The expected technology en-
hancements are expressed as percentage increases over the average
yields of 1972-1976 in order to make them commensurable with the
expected yield changes attributable solely to climate change The climate-
neutral technology projections, however, are valid only for the "Same"
scenario.

Setting aside Australian wheat for the moment, we note the following

e The relative technology increments, ranging from 22% to 51, are
severalfold larger than the magnitudes of the respective climate-
induced changes.

* U.S. corn excepted, the key crops of Canada, the U.S. and USSR
have rather modest technology gains of 26% or less.

* All but one of the technology gains ranging upward from 271. are
registered by the countries which currently have low technology
bases-Argentina, Brazil, India and the PRC.

Returning to Australian wheat, we remark that the panelists projected a
conspicuously small increase in the technology component of its yields,
and that they did so with a relatively high degree of certainty. Their projec-
tions manifest a rare consensus: current Australian growing conditions dis-
courage investment in technology inputs. Therefore, one might infer that
the panelists would have projected larger technology gains for Australian
wheat had they been asked to assume the more benign climates of the
cooling scenarios. Climate can affect the rate at which technology is
adopted, and technology can modify the response of crops to climate
change. Clearly, the interaction of technology and climate merits further
study. Section 4-5 contains a more detailed comparison of the independent
effects of technology and climate on crop yields.

S-6 RESULTS: THE VARIABILITY OF CROP YIELDS AROUND THE YEAR 2000

The right-hand portion of Table S-2 pertains to the projected fluctuations of
annual yields as measured by the coefficient of variability (the ratio of the
standard deviation to the expected value of a distribution). Different
approaches to the variability of yields are taken in Chapter III (the projected
incidence of "crop shortfalls") and Section 4-4 (the projected frequencies
of "low," "normal" and "high" yields). A concise, graphical summary of the
projected yield distributions is presented in Section 4-2.
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The variability of yields is determined by the interplay t)etween the annual

yield matrix and the BND matrix, which describes the year-to-year fluctua-
tions of temperature and precipitation The integration process involved in
the calculation of average yields tends to smooth out any errors in the two
matrices Most measures of variability, however, are sensitive to errors in
both matrices

In the subtropical latitudes there is a mrixed pattern of uniformly "small" rela-
tive increases .and decreases ) in the coefficients of variability ICVs)
Such responses are to be expected in latitudes where the climate changes
and their impacts are small

In the higher and lower middle latitudes, by contrast, changes in the CVs
tend to be greater in magnitude and more regular in direction About 40 of
the changes range from -moderate" to "very large." and, with two excep-
tions, variability decreases or increases as global temperature decreases
or increases The more notable exception is Soviet winter wheat Qualita-
tively, its yields become more variable in the cooling scenarios and less
variable in the warming scenarios Quantitatively in each climate scenario it
has the largest relative change in variability

There are two kinds of correlation between the changes in expected yields
and the changes in variability For Chinese winter wheat and the three
spring wheat crops, the correlation is positive, i e, relative increases or
decreases in the average yields of these crops are generally accompanied
by like changes in the CVs For the remaining crops, the correlation is pre-
dominantly negative.

In view of the assumed single pattern of crop-weather fluctuations for all
climate states, it is noteworthy that the model still projects changes in the
variability of annual yields These changes can be quite striking (see
Appendix E-1 ).

S-7 POSSIBLE IMPLICATIONS OF THE YIELD PROJECTIONS

A quantitative assessment of climatic effects must be based on agricultural
production, which is only partially determined by yield. However. one can
draw conditional and qualitative inferences from the foregoing yield projec-
tions. For example, both Soviet wheat crops are twice-favored by the Large
Warming Scenario: not only are the average yields enhanced, but the
annual yields become more "dependable." At the same time, all but one of
the other key crops have less dependable annual yields, and all but three
have lower average yields than in the Base Period To a similar degree, the
Soviet wheat crops are disadvantaged in the Large Cooling Scenario

9
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Table S-2 suggests that the effects of an extreme climate change on wheat
yields in the USSR might alter the Soviets' role in the international grain
market and thus indirectly affect their behavior in the political arena as well.
The first consideration is whether their average yields would support ade-
quate production for domestic needs, but this is likely to depend more on
technological developmcnts than on climatic change. If average yields
were high enough, the Soviet Union could become a net exporter of grain If
average yields were low enough, the country could become a more con-
sistent and heavier buyer of grain. In either case, the variability of its wheat
yields would be a secondary matter.

On the evidence of Task II one can say only that average yields would be
considerably higher in large warming than in large cooling, other things
being equal It is remotely possible, of course, that technological shortfalls
would negate the favorable effects of large warming on Soviet wheat Also.
in the Large Cooling Scenario, technological improvements could enable
the Soviets to achieve self-sufficiency in wheat despite the climate
handicap

The variability of yields, which is determined primarily by climate rather
than technology, becomes a critical issue when average yields are just ade-
quate or slightly less than adequate It this were the case. the Soviets would
again be better off economically and politically, in the Large Warming
Scenario than in the Large Cooling Scenario

These speculations can be extended to second parties For instance, the
Soviets are least likely to be grain buyers in the Large Warming Scenario.
hence the competition between Canada and the U S for other markets
could become acute, given the climatic enhancement projected for
Canadian wheat yields On the other hand, large cooling might leavt
Canada in a poorer position than Argentina Australia and the U S to
capitalize on potential Soviet wheat requirements

S-8 A PROBLEM OF DETECTION

The results of Task I1 indicate that by 2000 AD climiate Ind( e d c, hanqes i ',
average yields are likely to be masked by tht, larger effects of t( hnolaocica

improvemernts Hence one may ask whet her changes in tht c lirvate .am
ponent of yields will be discernible at the turn of the (enlt urv

Year-to-year fluctuations of yields will ailso tend t( mask any ( hanges in
average yields caused by i climate shift One index of this secoand masking
effect is the ratio of the, projected standard deviaition of relative ,irn ,l
yiet, ls to the distance between the aver,age yield projected bV the clina,
response mociei and the aiveraeq vield (r ulated for the Kase 1'eriod I he
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ratio is greater than 3 0 for 68 of the 75 scenario-crop combinations, greater
than 6 0 for 53 cases, and greater than 12.0 for 37 cases. The remaining
seven cases, all of which involve the sensitive Canadian and Soviet wheat
crops, have smaller ratios lying between 1.2 and 2.7: they offer the best
chances for discriminating climate-induced changes in average yielus.

Thus, recognition of the effects of climatic change will hinge on filtering out
the effects of technology and the "noise" of interannual yield fluctuations It
is apparent that climatic change may have some important agricultural con- 4
sequences-for individual countries if not for total world food production-
but assessment of causes will probably be difficult in the event (see Section
4-8)

S-9 SENSITIVITIES OF THE CLIMATE-RESPONSE MODEL

Of the two weather/climate variables, precipitation emerges as the more
important It is the primary determinant of the variability of annual yields in
the Base Period, and is likely to remain so in any of the climate scenarios
iSection 5-7) Moreover, the prolected average yields in the climate-crop
scenarios are sensitive to the assumed long-term changes in precipitation
For every country-crop combination, a 10, decrease in average preciptta-
tion (with no change in average temperature) depresses the expected yield
to a greater degree than the most detrimental climate scenario And, except
for Canadian wheat, a 10 increase in average precipitation stimulates the
expected yield more than the most beneficial climate scenario

We found that average yields are not sensitive to 25 changes in the stan-
dard deviations of \T and \P (Section 5-10) For a given small climate
change, we conclude that the average yield (i e . the expected normalized
relative yield) depends primarily on the "shape of theannual-yield function
and not on the BND Hence. if the annual-yield functions are not biased, the
average yields in a climate-crop scenario ought to be quite accurate- pro-
vided, of course, that the expected zonal precipitation changes are consist-
ent with the assumed global temperature change

Absolute measures of yield variahility are strongly affected by the standard
deviation of \P but not the standard deviation of \T (Section 5-10) How-
over the normalized relative' coeff-icient of variability (NRCV) - the ratio of
th,, CV after a climate chan', to the OVin the Base Period is rather insensi-
tive to the standard deviations of \T and \P This reltive measure-,. of varia-
hihtj i , detetrmined by the relationships among the parlicular climate
hariq the, annual yield function aid the (orrelation ( oetffcient uset:d in

thi [o, () ', Section 5) 1 1 and Appendix[) 4) We, have more contid ( nce in
ths. (;rzi ted NCV', thetois (if Tablo ' thin we (d( ir the ordinary
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SUMMARY

S-10 CAVEATS

The preceding discussion concerns not tact but the output and behavior of
a climate-response model. Our findings are affected by the simplicity of the
model, which has only two highly aggregated weather/climate variables,
and by a number of assumptions. The results are also subject to uncer-
tainties about the annual-yield functions (Section 5-4) and the expected
zonal climate changes in the climate scenarios, especially the consider-
able uncertainties about the expected precipitation changes (Sections 6-6
through 6-8). The uncertainties affecting the technology projections are
obvious (Section 4-7).

Even if they were "correct" in every respect, the two types of yield
projections would have to be interpreted with care. In the first place, we
have not accounted for the combined effects of climatic change and
technological change on crop yields. Secondly, one must heed the
distinction between absolute yields and relative yields (Sections 4-6 and
5-9) The former are the currency of the technology projections, the latter of
the climate-response model.

The "validity" of the model is an intricate question because the effects of
technology, economics and agricultural policy must be removed from
recorded yields before one can compare them with the yield distributions
calculated for the Base Period. Such factors have a marked effect on the
variability of historical yields, but they are absent from the uncalibrated
model. Thus, real-life complications may thwart a straightforward validation
test based on an absolute measure of variability like the CV (Appendix D-5).
Nevertheless, the projected normalized relative CVs could be fairly
accurate if technology et al remained constant.

Our confidence in the climate-response model rests mainly on its cogency,
its lack of sensitivity to certain parameters, and the consistency of its
output As for the "soft" inputs to the model-the annual-yield functions and
the five climate scenarios-the case rests partly on the expertise of the
panelists (Section 4-9) and partly on the techniques used to aggregate
their estimates If the reader takes exception to our particular climate
scenarios, he can invent his own and assess their consequences with the
materials provided in this report Ideas for improving the study are set forth
in Section 2-7 and Appendix E-4

12
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SUMMARY

S-11 THE SEQUEL

Early in 1979, a group of agricultural economists headed by D Gale
Johnson undertook the policy-oriented third task using a world food eco-
nomic model developed by the U.S Department of Agriculture, Their
analysis has been completed, and the publication thereof will conclude the
substantive portion of the National Defense University's climate impact
assessment.

13
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CHAPTER ONE
METHODOLOGY

1-1 INTRODUCTION

In Task I of the climate research project, five global climate scenarios were
developed for the year 2000, each with a "probability" of occurrence.' In
Task II, the subject of this report, we devised a general climate-response
model and used it to estimate the effects of the Task I climate scenarios on
the yields of selected crops. The primary outputs of the model are fre-
quency distributions of annual yields corresponding to a given climate
state. Thus, the model projects not only the average effects of a global cli-
mate change on annual yields, but also its effects on the year-to-year vari-
ability of yields.

In the present chapter we first indicate how we isolated the effects of
changes in technology from the effects of changes in climate. We then de-
scrioe the logic, inputs and outputs of the climate-response model usir'D
U.S. corn as an example. Fourteen other country-crop combinations were
treated in the same fashion.

Chapters V and VI contain additional details about the model, along with
certain inputs and outputs for all the country-crop combinations. The basic
findings of Task II are presented and analyzed in the n I iree chapters.

1-2 THE RESEARCH APPROACH TO TASK II

To meet a requirement for particular crop-yield data, we sent a structured
questionnaire to a panel of volunteer experts. The questionnaire dealt with
the 15 ey country-crop combinations indicated in Table I-1.

Potential participants in the crop-yield survey were identified by the re-
search staff with assistance from the project Advisory Group. The American
and foreign scientists invited to contribute to Task II were selected for both
their competence in agronomy and their specialized knowledge of particu-
lar country-crop combinations. The preponderance of the data returns,
however, came from U.S. experts. The members of the Agriculture Panel,
e, the group of actual respondents, are listed in the acknowledgments.

The questionnaire. "Crop Yields and Climate," was circulated in late 1977.
Representative portions of it are contained in Appendix A-I.

' ,, rie.t Chir)(1f, to the Year 2000 A Survey of Expert Opinion, National Defense University.

Via'Jihm trrn D) C F hriery 1978
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METHODOLOGY

1,1)l,' 1

COUNTRY-CROP COMBINATIONS STUDIED IN TASK II

- [ CROPS

COUNT RIS C.O.S

. IH ,t' ,A [ X X

I )1
, 
HA[X X

XX

X X

'!: ( TATF X X X

Tf ,, k',ht,dt C llpS u)t Arii t, ., .A 'i fti, ( IC 111 vwh lu lu,.' I ., l ' . uu h i) 1.. t,&, ".

hl.w ,-ted .and hun ,'1'1 , I

For each key crop, two quantitative estimates were requested of the panel-
ists: tne first was a probabilistic projection of the influence of technology on
yields to the year 2000, and the second was an estimate of yield as a func-
tion of annual temperature and precipitation. One feature of the question-
naire, important for aggregating the panelists' individual estimates, was the
requirement that respondents rate their own expertise relative to each part
of the questionnaire. In addition, the panelists were encouraged to give the
rationale for their estimates and to make any comments they deemed rele-
vant.

Technology and climate are both prime determinants of crop yields, but the
principal aim of the study was to assess the impact of climate change on
agriculture.' To help the panelists mentally separate the effects of technol-
ogy from climatic effects, we asked them at the outset for their perceptions
of how technology might affect yields if there were no change in climate.

While the technology projections are interesting in themselves, they are in-
cidental to our primary purpose. The core question was: How do crop yields
respond to certain annual growing conditions, assuming current technol-
ogy? Hence, the panelists were asked to estimate the effects of "weather"
on crop yields, but not the effects of climate change.

2 Economics 0n ge"nerald and naihonal agriCultural Tuolcues in Tuarh(:uli) also alft"ct c:rop' yields Inp, hu.ull's

WO jt)siiT0o noOfchmalu. inllut( 'i on1 yld-t
, 

uindert Thu ruilL of technology
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METHODOLOGY

The climate-response model provides the link between yield-as-a-
function-of-weather and long-term climate change. For an assumed cli-
mate change, the model projects a frequency distribution of annual yields
by combining an annual-yield function with a distribution of annual growing
conditions.

1-3 THE ROLE OF THE EXPERTISE RATINGS

In both parts of a country-crop question, each panelist was asked to rate his
own expertise on an arithmetic scale of 4-3-2-1. The categories of ex-
pertise-Expert, Quite Familiar, Familiar and Unfamiliar-were defined in the
questionnaire. In addition, panelists were asked to provide (for the weather
part only) the names of persons whom they considered "Expert" or "Quite
Familiar." Besides identifying authorities whom we had overlooked, this in-
formation served as a partial check on the self-assigned expertise ratings.

In the aggregation of individual numerical estimates, the panelists'
responses were weighted according to their self-determined expertise.
The particular geometric weighting scale is shown in Table 1-2. The weight-
ing scheme reflects the largely empirical and intuitive notion that the

Table [2

CONVERSION OF EXPERTISE RATINGS TO WEIGHTS

Category of Expertise Expertise
Expertise Rating Weight

EXPERT 4 4

QUITE FAMILIAR 3 2

FAMILIAR 2 1

opinion of an "Expert" is worth about twice as much as the opinion of some-
one who is "Quite Familiar," whose opinion, in turn, is worth twice that of an
individual who is only "Familiar" with the subject. Responses with expertise
levels of "Unfamiliar" (expertise = 1) were given weights of zero, i.e., they
were omitted from the data bases.

1-4 PROCESSING THE TECHNOLOGY RESPONSES

In the first part of each twofold country-crop question, the panelists were
asked to make low, median and high projections of yield trends, taking into
account the adoption of new or existing technology, but assuming no
change from present climate patterns. The three estimates were recorded
by extrapolating a graph of historical yields. The first estimate was to be a

17



METHODOLOGY

trend path drawn to the year 2000 such that the panelist perceived only one
chance in ten of the actual yield trend being lower; the second was to be a
path with a perceived even chance that actual yields would be either lower
or higher; and the third was to be a path for which there was only one
chance in ten that the actual yield trend would be higher. The three paths
were to begin at a point representing the average yield for the period 1972-
76. A sample response for U.S. corn is shown in Figure I-1.

The responses for a given crop were processed by the same method that
was used for the pivotal global temperature question in Task I.' The three
trend paths drawn by the panelists correspond to the 10th, 50th and 90th
percentiles of yield. For each of the years 1980, 1985, 1990 and 2000, a
single respondent's three yield data were converted first to a cumulative
probability function and then to a probability density function of projected
average yields. The individual probability density functions were aggre-
gated as follows:

" Each density function was multiplied by the panelist's expertise
weight.

* The weighted density functions were summed for all the respon-
dents.

" The summed function was divided by the total of the expertise
weights to normalize the group response.

From the aggregated probability density functions we calculated the 10th,
50th, 90th and intermediate percentiles for the selected years and plotted
them as extensions of the historical yield series. The result is a graphical
summary of the panel's estimates for the crop in question. The aggregated
projections for U.S. corn are displayed in Figure 1-2.

Another way to depict the technology projections is to show the aggre-
gated probability density functions (or frequency distributions) for a se-
quence of years. The frequency distributions applicable to 2000 AD are
presented in Appendix B-2 and summarized in Chapter I1. For U.S. corn, the
turn-of-the-century distribution of projected yields is the probability
density function corresponding to the cumulative probability function that
one gets from slicing Figure 1-2 at the year 2000.

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to the climate-response model,
which projects the effects of climatic change on crop yields in the absence
of technological change.

AA full description of the method is given in Climate Change to the Year 2000, pages 4-11

18
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PROJECTED EFFECTS OF TECHNOLOGY ON U.S. CORN YIELDS (SAMPLE RESPONSE)
A am,lTl . , I. tch o)f i d -ods hr l yf- [ d oil co(lml m'oo~lll of pll otl' 1 hl (h lo it i to'.hol oqV/. bwlI 'YlrT1l1' MH)

fid"r 1-' h )ll) ( tlll t nl t L l,,,ldt" , d I Id o rV fir-ods , per( an-h s of V,, hi

US CORN YIELDS. SELECTED STATES
1  140

- 1308

-120

- 110

-100

90
5 10TH - 80

A 7060

3 - 50

- 40

Year 1950 55 1960 65 1970 75 1980 85 1990 95 2000

Point A 1972 76 Avwrage 81.4 b0 a 5.11 tons/ha Note Yield calculated on aiea harvested
Nie states - Ohio, Indiana. Illnols, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, South Dakota, and Wisconsin -

aCC)LInT for about 80 perc-ent of coin production.

Year tons/ha bu/a Year tons/ha bu/a Year tons/ha bu/a

1950 2.74 43.62 1960 3.67 58.32 1970 4.32 68.72

U.S. 1951 2.55 40.48 1961 3.92 62.35 1971 5.34 84.98

CORN 1952 3.17 50.44 1962 4.04 64.22 1972 6.03 95.92

YIELDS 1953 2.91 46.29 1963 4.23 67.21 1973 5.64 89.72
1954 2.84 45.13 1964 3.74 59.44 1974 409 64.97

1955 2 77 44.17 1965 4.43 70.42 1975 4.96 79.13
1956 3.17 50.40 1966 4.55 72.29 1976 4.85 77.38
1957 342 54.38 1967 4.67 74.32

1958 3.58 56.89 1968 4.82 76.71

1959 3.54 56.32 1969 5.06 80.41
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F ,turt, 2

PROJECTED EFFECTS OF TECHNOLOGY ON U.S. CORN YIELDS (GROUP RESPONSE)

Agqgr t d(tion of 22 pdielhsr stit rdlIs tf yitl titfit's tid ll ,(l I Idlf(t fdt lll of ()O 'iItidlf ( l qeS t ChIl0(J'V

ItI asSSiflIflq o ChdIll e fr(m 10 i L k 1 t CInh (Ir , ce , It. . , p ,'i(,iitilV? (f yt it oI .

IVWS C trl. li OeLihtdlt' ill per dt.7"

9-
U.S CORN YIELDS. SELECTED STATES 90% 40

8- 130

• 120

/ - 1 -110

50% --100

90

5_ 10% 805-" " 80

70
s 4 -

60

3- 50

- 40

2 30

-- 20

10

0-1 0

Year 1950 55 1960 65 1970 75 1980 85 1990 95 2000

Point A = 1972-76 Average 81.4 bu/a 5.11 tons ha Note: Yield calculated on area harvested

The aggregated yield projection implies respective means of 87.1, 97.7 and iC7.3 bushels
per acre for 1980, 1990 and 2000.
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METHODOLOGY

1-5 DEVELOPING THE ANNUAL-YIELD FUNCTIONS

In the second part of each country-crop question the panelists were asked
to fill oWt a set of grids with estimates (f likely crop yields for specified
annual growing conditions, assuming no change from the technology then
in use. These estimates were aggregated into matrices that express annual
yield as a function of "annual crop weather" in the crop region.

In this study, "annual crop weather" connotes a temporal-spatial mean of
temperature and a spatial mean of precipitation. More precisely, we give a
differential definition of annual crop weather as a joint occurrence of .\Tand
.\P, where

AT = the departure of a year's mean heading-period temperature
from the long-term average prevailing in the Base Period
(expressed in degrees Celsius), and

AP = the departure of the same year's mean crop-year precipita-
tion from the long-term average prevailing in the Base Period
(expressed in percent).

The meaning of "the Base Period" will be clarified in the next section; for the
moment it will suffice to think of it as the recent past. As used here and else-
where in this chapter, "A" may be regarded as a difference operator (see
Appendix A-2 for details).

Since they represent annual departures from prevailing averages, the dif-
ferential crop-weather variables AT and \P themselves average to zero
over the Base Period. For the sake of brevity we ca!' .\T "annual tempera-
ture" and .\P "annual precipitation." In Section 5-2 we give the rationale
behind the choice of temperature during the period of heading and precipi-
tation during the crop year (the 12 months ending with harvest).

Subsequent computations are carried out with discrete variables. Thus, we
deal with a lattice of representative "annual crop-weather points" (.\T, .\P)
which are midpoints of rectangular regions in the temperature-precipita-
tion plane. The same annual yield Y(,\T, .\P) is ascribed to all weather points
that lie in the rectangle centered on the point (.\T, .\P).

The panelists' estimates of annual yield as a function of .\T and ,\P were
supposed to represent spatial averages over the crop region.4 For each

:l'n -,ne .ases the crop regions were indicated by maps that accompanied the questionnaire For
tor,' U S crops- corn. spring wheat and winter wheat the crop region was specified in terms of se-
in 'tstates The definition of yield -the ratio of total production to sown or harvested area-varied
in-or(ing to usage in the individual countries The yield definitions and the selected' states are
inr'otaterl on the figures in Appendix B- 1

21
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METHODOLOGY

specification of the annual crop-weather variables, the panelists were to
assume a "normal" temporal distribution of temperature and precipitation
in the course of the crop year.

Three crop-yield grids were provided in the questionnaire. In the first two
grids, the panelists recorded numerical estimates of the yields expected
from given values of AT and .\P. These estimates were expressed as per-
centages of the 1972-76 average crop yield. The center cell in each grid,
corresponding to "average" crop weather (.\T = 0, .\P = 0), was assigned
the reference value of 100. Therefore, from the beginning, the climate-
response model deals with yields in relative rather than absolute terms. In
the third grid, the panelists were to draw a curve within which they expected
at least some yield and to indicate the point of maximum yield. A sample
response is shown in Appendix A-1.

Not all panelists completed Grid 3, so only the first two grids were used in
the analysis. In addition, several respondents did not complete Grids 1 and
2. If a panelist had made estimates for the four corners of a grid, the
research staff interpolated missing values that were consistent with his en-
tries. If a pair of grids could not be completed by interpolation, both were
discarded.

To aggregate the individual estimates for a given grid cell, we weighted
each of them by the appropriate expertise weight (Table 1-2), added the
weighted values, and then divided by the sum of the weights. The weighted
mean, the coefficient of variability 5 and the skewness5 of the distribution of
responses for each grid cell were then assembled into Master Yield Grids.
The Master Yield Grids for U.S. corn are shown in Table 1-3. They constitute
the Agriculture Panel's collective estimate of relative annual yield as a func-
tion of annual crop weather.

5 The ratio of the standard deviation to the mean of the distribution As an intrinsic measure of disper-
sion. it facilitates cell-to-cell comparisons of the panelists' collective uncertainty about yields

6The third moment of the distribution divided by the cube of the standard deviation
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lah I 3

MASTER YIELD GRIDS -- U.S CORN (1976 TECHNOLOGY)
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F rom the Master Yield Grids we corstructed the ,fltiri'l v't'1 7,/d ftx a tat)l

(it relative annual yields for Vlues f \I betweenqr 6 C Ifid( 60 C dn(I for
vaues of \P betwelen 100 and , 80 The ter peratUre inlturval waS

0 2) C nd the precipitation interval was 5 Matrix elemerts for \P-
100 i e no annual precipitationj w.ere set equal to zero The entries in

the niatrix for which there were no corresponding grid vaiues were obtained
by linear interpolation The annual-yiel(d matrix for U S corn is shown in
Tatle 4 Because of space lmitations in the computer printout, yields are
rounded to the nearest integer, and tabulated only for \T in multiples of
0 5 C and \P in multiples of 10

ANNUAL-YIELD MATRIX -- U.S. CORN (1976 TECHNOLOGY)
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1 -b THE BASE PERIOD THE HISTORICAL PAT-TERN OF ANNUAL CROP
WEATHER
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METHODOLOGY

sections are ellipses. the ec'entricity and orientation of which are deter-
mined by the climatological parameters

s standard deviation of \T in the Base Period,

s standard deviation of \ in the Base Period.

r correlation coefficient for \T and \P in the Base Period

Using the climatolo al records of each growing region, we calculated the
BND parameters .s , r-that characterize the year-to-year variability of
crop weather in t,.c Base Period 'For U S corn the standard deviation of \T
during the Base Period was 1 23 C, the standard deviation of \P was 12 0
and the correlation coefficient was 0.41.

The historical frequency distribution of annual temperature and precipita-

tion (as approximated by the BND) is tabulated in the same format as the
matrix of relative annual yields That is, the rows of the Base-Period BND

matrix are identified by \T (in multiples of 0 25 C) and the columns are
identified by \P (in multiples of 5 ) Fora given pair of values of \Tand \P.
the BND matrix element is the probability that a joint occurrence of annual
temperature and precipitation will fall in the rectangle of dimensions 0.25 C

and 5 centered on the point (\T, \P) Table I-S contains the printout of the
coarse BND matrix for U S corn which corresponds to the coarse annual-
yied matrix in Table 1-4

Having adopted the increments \T and \P as random crop-weather vari-
ables, we can ignore the absolute values of the long-term historical aver-

ages of temperature and precipitation in the various crop regions. The
annual-yield matrices, the BND matrices and the variables which charac-
terize climate change are all expressed in terms of differences from the his-
torical averages. The underlying absolute crop-weather variables and their
bivariate normal distributions are discussed in Appendix A-2
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BND MATRIX FOR THE BASE PERIOD U.S. CORN BELT

........... ......... ....

1-7 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF ANNUAL YIELDS IN THE BASE PERIOD

The distributions of relative annual yields for the Base Period are caiculated
in a straightforward manner. We interpret these Base-Period d;stributions
as quasi-historical distributions in which yields have been restated to re-
flect current technology (circa 1976i

First. the BND matrix Is superimposed on the annual-yield matr ix IThe rows
and columns of the "stacked" matrices are thus indexed by common values
of \T and \P) We then identify all the entries in the annual-yield matrix
whose values lie between 0 and 5 and sum the BND probabilities which
overlie these entries This sum is the probability of having a relative vield
between 0 and 5 Next, for all annUal -yield matrix val Lies between 5 and 10
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we sum the corresponding BND values to determine the probability of hav
i.ig a relative yield between 5 and 10 This procedure is continued until the
maximum yield value is reached The resulting frequency distribution for
U S. corn is shown in Figure 1-4 Becaus( current technology was assumed

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF ANNUAL YIELDS IN THE BASE PERIOD--
U.S. CORN (1976 TECHNOLOGY)
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METHODOLOGY

in the calculation, the distribution cannot be compared directly with histon-
cal yields. The problemn of validating a Base-Period yield distribution is ad-
dressed in Appendix D-5.

The expected, or average, relative yield Y in the Base Period is obtained by
the formula

Y = f Y,

where f is the probability of having yield Y For U S corn, the expected yield
is 96.20. One notes that it is less than 100, in agreement with the well-known
tenet that average yield is less than the yield at average weather The two
yields differ because of the convexity of the annual-yield response surface
in Figure I-3: yield decreases more rapidly for "bad- weather than it in-
creases for "good" weather

In Chapter V we examine the sensitivity of the Base-Period yield distribu-
tions to the values of the BND parameters.

1-8 NORMALIZING THE RELATIVE ANNUAL YIELDS

The expected value of annual yields was calculated for each of the 15
country-crop combinations. Since a different expected yield was obtained
in each case, each crop-yield data base was normalized so as to make the
expected yield for the Base Period equal to 100 For example, all the yield
entries in the Master Yield Grids for U.S. corn were divided by the normaliza-
tion factor 96.20 and multiplied by 100. The processing steps described in

Section 1-5 were then repeated. That is, starting with the normalized Master
Yield Grids (Appendix D-1), we interpolated new norma/ized annual-yield
matrices and plotted new normalized annual-yield response surfaces
(Chapter V. All the normalized Base-Period yield distributions that now re-
sult from applying the BND matrices to the respective normalized annual-
yield matrices have expected values of 100.

Henceforth, with one exception in Section 4-4, the discussion of climate
effects is limite,'' normalized relative yields. The normalized relative yields
facilitate coriip, between crops and across scenarios because they
share a common in,,.' tation: whatever the key crop or climate state, a
normalized relative yield is expressed as a percentage of the calculated
average annual yield of the recent past (the Base Period). All such yields are
contingent on 1976 technology.
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1-9 CHARACTERIZING CLIMATE CHANGE

Climate may be regarded as weather averaged over area and time. In this
report the temporal cutoff between weather and climate is 12 months. The
simplified "annual crop weather," affecting one year's planting of a given
crop, is specified by .\T (annual temperature) and .\P (annual precipita-
tion); it contains all the spatial and temporal variance not attributed to cli-
mate change. Essentially, we define a "climate change" as a change in
average annual crop weather.

In a broad sense, climate is described by the set of all statistics computed
from weather observations. Paralleling the approach to annual crop
weather, we chose temperature and precipitation as the most important cli-
mate variables for our purpose. That is, we describe climatic states solely in
terms of the long-term averages of temperatures and precipitation, inter-
preting "long-term" as more than 10 years. In particular, a change from the
Base-Period climate of a crop region is characterized by a point (.\T, .\P),
where

AT = long-term average (or expected value) of .\T in the new
climate state, and

AP = long-term average (or expected value) of .\P in the new cli-
mate state.

It should be noted that, although they are used in the definition of potential
climate states, the annual crop-weather variables .\T and .\P are incre-
ments measured from Base-Period norms, i.e., they are referred to recent
climate.

Since the long-term Base-Period averages of .\T and .\P are both zero, one
can say that .\T and .\P are changes in the long-term averages of annual
temperature and precipitation referred to the Base Period. In Appendix A-2
it is shown that these differential definitions may also be expressed, some-
what more awkwardly, in terms of absolute measures:

AT = change in the long-term average of annual mean absolute
heading-period temperature referred to the Base Period,
and

AP = percentage change in the long-term average of mean abso-
lute crop-year precipitation referred to the Base Period.

For brevity we call AT and .\P "expected changes" in annual temperature
and precipitation. On occasion we shall want to talk about an "assumed"
climate change (.\T, .\P) without any implication of prognostication. On
the other hand, if .\T and \P refer to expected changes that are part of a
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Task I global climate scenario, then we shall speak of (AT, AP) as "the
expected climate change" affecting a specific crop in that scenario

The climate state specified by .\T 0 and \P = 0 is the Base Period, for .\T
and \P have expected values of zero in the Base Period. This is semanti-
cally appropriate: the Base Period represents both "present" (i.e., recent)
climate and "zero" climate change. All climate changes and yield projec-
tions are therefore referenced to the Base Period

1-10 THE PATTERN OF ANNUAL CROP WEATHER AFTER A CLIMATE CHANGE

In a new climate state there will be year-to-year oscillations of temperature
and precipitation about their new long-term averages. As in the Base
Period, we want to account for the effect of such natural fluctuations on
annual yields. This necessitates an assumption about the temporal distri-
bution of temperature and precipitation in the new regime. Little is known
about how this distribution might differ from the Base-Period distribution of
.\T and . P. Consequently, we made the critical assumption that the pattern
of fluctuations in annual crop weather will be almost identical to the pattern
observed in the Base Period.

We say "almost" identical because one might expect the standard devia-
tion of precipitation to change proportionately with a change in the long-
term average of precipitation. Therefore, we assume that the ratio of the
standard deviation of absolute crop-year precipitation to the long-term
average of absolute crop-year precipitation is not affected by climate
change. In other words, the coefficient of variability (CV) of mean absolute
crop-year precipitation is assumed to be invariant. This assumption implies
that the CV of the differential variable AP is also invariant. In regard to the
other two parameters of the bivariate normal distribution, we simply assume
that the standard deviation of temperature and the correlation coefficient
are the same in all climate states.

The incremental crop-weather variables in the annual-yield function Y(.\T,
.\P) are measured from Base-Period averages. The distribution of .\T and
.\P in the Base Period is given by equation (1) of Section 1-6, but to project
the spectrum of annual yields after an assumed climate change (.\T, .\P)
one needs to know their distribution in the new climate state. Let BND(.\T,
.\P) denote the required distribution. As demonstrated in Appendix A-2, it
follows from our assumptions that BND(.\T, .\P) is functionally related to
BND(.\T, \P), the Base-Period distribution of .\T and .\P, by

(2) BND(.\T, \P) = BND([\T \T], k[.\P \P]).

where

k =100/(100 + \P).
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This is our mathematical model of annual crop weather after the climate
change (AT, .\P). Equation (2) states that the distribution of .\T and .\P after
a climate change is expressible in terms of the climate-change variables
and the Base-Period BND given by equation (1). The scaling factor k reflects
the assumption about the invariance of the CV of precipitation

With the annual-yield function Y(\T, AP) and the distribution BND( \T, \P)

in hand, one can calculate the frequency distribution of annual yields after a
climate change. The probability that an annual yield will fall in a given inter-
val is the sum of all the probabilities BND(.\T, .\P) such that the correspond-
ing yields Y(.\T, .\P) lie in the interval

The assumption about the patterns of annual crop weather is not essential
The climate-response model can handle any preconceived distributions of
temperature and precipitation. The assumption leads to simpler calcula-
tions and makes the basic logic of the climate-response model quite trans-
parent, although it was not made solely for these reasons.

1-11 MAPPING THE EFFECTS OF CLIMATE CHANGES ON CROP YIELDS

We now give a matrix interpretation to the assumption about patterns of
annual crop weather as it relates to our primary objective-projecting the
distribution of annual yields after an assumed climate change (.\T, .\P).
Conceptually, the desired yield distribution is obtained as follows:

" Shift the Br se-Period BND matrix on the annual-yield matrix until it is
centered over the yield entry Y(.\T, AP) for which .\T = \Tand +\P =
AP.

" Recalculate the BND matrix using equation (1), but replacing \P by
k .\P, where k = 100/(100 + .\P)."

" Calculate the frequency distribution of annual yields by the sum-
ming procedure described in Section 1-7.

"Th is S i ;ilon ts th. irr?.,pit;itorn ini(,rfll)ri of fh h irolnslajict( RND marix in accordance with the

i'5ulmpiiol ahool 1hte variat)hiiiy of \P 11 i( i d o ii e performed )efore the shift
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EXPECTED- YIELD SUMMARY TABLE -- U.S. CORN (1976 TECHNOLOGY)
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To explore the effects of climate changes on a given crop, a regular
lattice of 49 points was established in the AT, AP-plane; on this lattice,
AT ranges from 3 C to -3 C and AP ranges from 30 to +30%o. At each
lattice point the expected value, the standard deviation and skewness of
the yield distribution were calculated and then assembled into an
Expected-Yield Summary Table. The summary table for U.S. corn is repro-
duced in Table 1-6." At nine of the 49 lattice points the three-step process
was used to calculate the complete yield distributions (see Appendix E-1).

The Expected-Yield Summary Tables are analogous to the Master Yield
Grids: just as the master grids contain essentially all our information about
annual yield Y as a function of crop weather (.\T, AP), so do the summary
tables contain all our information about average, or expected, yield Y as a
function of climate change (.\T, .\P). Table 1-6, for example, defines an
expected-yield function Y(.\T, .\P) for U.S. corn.
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Interpolating between the entries in Table 1-6, we calculated an expected-
yield matrix for .\T in multiples of 0 5 C and \P in multiples of 5<, (Table 1-7)
Finally, we graphed Y(.\T, \P) as a continuous function, using the conven-
tion of contour curves The expected-yield response surface for U S corn,
displayed in Figure 1-5, is analogous to the (unnormalized) annual-yield re-
sponse surface in Figure 1-3

Tr I /

EXPECTED - YIELD MATRIX - - U.S. CORN (1976 TECHNOLOGY)
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EXPECTED-YIELD RESPONSE SURFACE-U.S. CORN (1976 TECHNOLOGY)
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To provide an overall view of how climate changes might affect the year-to-
year variability of yields, we also plotted the projected standard deviation of
annual yields as a function of climate change. The standard-deviaton
response surface for U.S. corn is shown in Figure 1-6 We refer to Figures 1-5
and 1-6 collectively as climate response surfaces

STANDARD-DEVIATION RESPONSE SURFACE--U.S. CORN (1976 TECHNOLOGY)
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1-12 ASSESSING THE EFFECTS OF THE FIVE GLOBAL CLIMATE SCENARIOS

The general clmatu response nodeI was *niployed In ilse h tt': -' it

the Task I global clirnate scenarios on the 15 key crops The instlting
"climate-crop" scenarios, which isolate climate effects troii technolcy
effects, appear in Chapter III

Each climate scenario was defined by a range of possible changes in meanue
global temperature to the year 2000, and each was assigned a probability
of occurrence Th e naines and abbreviations of the scenarios, their tem
perature boundaries and their "probabilities- are shown in Figure I-7
Despite its name, the Same as the Last 30 Years Scenario i actually a slight
global warming For two reasons the temperature boundaries are not sym-
metric with respect to temperature. (11 the aggregated distribution of esti-
mated global temperature changes was somewhat biased and skewed
toward warming. and 12) the distribution was partitioned so as to make the
global scenarios symmetric with respect to probability

TEMPERATURE BOUNDARIES AND "PROBABILITIES" OF THE FIVE GLOBAL
CLIMATE SCENARIOS
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11' r. i til l~ riot w In i thf- lin-(t (hu sei(tiioi hecause the
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'rrg Itt eqw IhO climatle changte ittfecting U S corn in the Lange,
~ ~S.,ran i 1 0 C ind \P - -2 0 These values do niot
~rr'-ito) Winy elenment In thre anrirual -yield matrix The BND matrix cone

habtt( iily ton lange wanring is shown in Table 1-8 Its lack of syrn-
'nrtr\ out thet c.enter of the matrix reflects a built-in 'shift The recoin

Iated oGNU inalr ix was then superimpJosed directly on the annual yield

BND MATRIX FOR THE LARGE WARMING SCENARIO U.S. CORN BELT
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PROJECTED FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF ANNUAL YIELDS IN THE LARGE
WARMVING SCENARIO -U.S. CORN (1976 TECHNOLOGY)
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I),t IIx without aI shItt. a:rnd th frequen(cy dlIstributiorI of annual yields was
C-c1Lll,1te( by th u1SUal stimml/ing process The caronical distribution of
U S corn yields for the Large Warming Scenario is displayed in Figure 1-8
lhe expected yiel(d of this distribution is 97 48. or 2 52' less than in the

Base Period A decrease in expected yield could have been anticipated
from the (unnormalized) annual-yield response surface (Figure 1-31. and the
a1moUnt of the decrease could have been estimated from the (normalized)
expected-yield response surface (Figure 1-5)

1-13 BOUNDING THE EFFECTS OF UNCERTAINTY IN THE FIVE GLOBAL
CLIMATE SCENARIOS

What are the implications of the uncertainty about the precise zonal climate
changes in the climate scenarios of Task I? To illustrate how we quantified
the climatic uncertainty and its effects on crop yields, we consideragain the
Large Warming Scenario and U.S corn, a crop grown in the northern lower
middle IN-LM) latitudes.

The Climate Panel's collective uncertainty about zonal climate changes is
delineated in tables of joint and marginal probabilities of climate changes
(e g.. Table 1-9) The tables have the same structure as the expected-yield
matrices (e.g., Table 1-7) Table 1-9 applies to the N-LM latitudes in the Large
VWarming Scenario. The "marginal" probabilities in the far right-hand
column were obtained from Table 111-5A. they represent the climate
panelists' aggregated probability distribution of \Tfor the N-LM latitudes.
The marginal probabilities in the bottommost row represent the analogous
,listribution of \P values.> Assuming that .\T and \P are independent
within a climate scenario, we obtained the joint probabilities in the main
body of Table 1-9 by multiplying corresponding pairs of marginal probabili-
ties. We interpret one of the aggregated joint probabilities in Table 1-9 as fol-
lows: given that the Large Warming Scenario eventuates around the year
2000 (global temperatures 0.6 C to 1.8 C warmer than at present), there is a
probability of 0.044 that in the U.S. corn belt .\T will be within one-quarter
degree of -1 C and that NP wil! be -10',, plus or minus 2.5W.

The climatic uncertainty described by Table 1-9 implies a corresponding
uncertainty about the average yield of U.S. corn in large global warming.
One calculates a frequency distribution of expectedyields by superimpos-
ing Table 1-9 on the expected-yield matrix (Table 1-7) and summing the joint
probabilities in the same manner that the BND probabilities were summed
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UNCERTAINTY ABOUT LARGE GLOBAL WARMING -- U.S. CORN BELT
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to get a distribution of annual yields. The distribution of expected U.S. corn
yields formally associated with the large-warming regime is exhibited in
Figure 1-9. The expected value of this distribution. E(Y). is an average which

takes into consideration climatic uncertainty as well as fluctuations of
annual crop weather. In Figure 1-9. E(Y) is 95.42, which is less than the
canonical expected yield projected for the Large Warming Scenario. These
two statistics differ because of the convexity of the expected-yield re-

sponse surface (Figure 1-5).

Figure f-9 shows that, even within the LargeWar rming Scenario, a wide
range of expected yields is ostens i sibtle in virtue of the uncerainty
about the precise values of T and AP. However, the climatic uncertainty
suggested by Table -9 is exaggerated by our methodology and assump-

tions (see Chapter VI and Appendix E-3).
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UNCERTAINTY ABOUT EXPECTED YIELDS IN THE LARGE WARMING SCENARIO--
U.S. CORN (1976 TECHNOLOGY)
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1-14 RECONCILING RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE YIELDS

In the technology projections, yields are denominated in absolute units On
the other hand, 'he effects of climate change are assessed in terms of di-
mensionless normalized relative yields. i e., percentages of Base-Period
expected yields Whether calculated for the recent climate of the Base
Period or for a presumed future climate state, the normalized relative yields
are frozen" in current technology and cannot be compared directly with
actual historical yields Therefore, to convert a normalized relative yield to
absolute units. one needs a technology -neutral equivalence factor that cor-
responds to 100, the expected yield for the Base Period The converted
normalized relative yields still must be interpreted as yields which have
been "restated" to reflect 1976 technology. Two simple equivalence factors
were considered, many others could be proposed. Both of the candidate
equivalence factors are based on the historical yield series that were pre-
sented to the Agriculture Panel in the crop-yield questionnaire (see
Appendix B-1).

The first equivalence factor is the average absolute yield for the period
1972-76. We made the reasonable assumption that technology did not
change appreciably over this period, but we also had to assume that the
1972-76 averages of mean heading-period temperatures and crop-year
precipitation were the same as the long-term averages of the Base Period

To get the second yield equivalence factor, we fitted a straight line to the
historical yields using the least-squares procedure. We then took the 1976
linear-trend value as the equivalence factor. The assumption here, of
course, is that the least-squares trend line represents the effects of tech-
nology and that the fluctuation of yields about the trend line is attributable
to the variability of annual crop weather. The averages of the annual crop-
weather variables from 1950 to 1976 are probably better estimators of the
Base-Period averages than the 1972-76 averages. However, the linear-
trend method can be challenged because it is possible that the trend line
reflects some climate change as well as technology change. But such an
objection applies also to the interpretation of the Base-Period BND as a
model of "present" climate. Actually, the parameters of the Base-Period
BND incorporate the effects of whatever general cooling or warming took
place during the Base Period.

For U.S. corn the 1972-76 average yield is 81.4 bushels per acre, and the
1976 linear-trend value is 86.5 bushels peracre. The equivalence factors for
the remaining key crops are listed in Table V-2. At most, the two factors dif-
fer by about 6%. The question of yield conversions is discussed further in
Sections 4-6 and 5-9.
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1-15 SUMMARY OF THE CLIMATE-RESPONSE MODEL

In Figure 1-10 we summarize relationships among the major components
and inputs of the climate-response model as it was applied to the five global
climate scenarios developed in Task I. The basic inputs of "hard" and "soft"
data are indicated in the hexagons. For a given country-crop combination.
the parameters s, s,., r of the Base-Period bivariate normal distribution
(BND) are derived from the climate record. The expected climate change
( \T. .\P) affecting the crop region in a given climate scenario determines
how to modify the Base-Period BND matrix and offset it on the annual-yield
matrix. The output of the model, a projected distribution of normalized rela-
tive annual yields, is obtained by selectively summing BND probabilities ac-
cording to a partition of the yields in the annual-yield matrix

I 10

SCHEMATIC OF THE CLIMATE-RESPONSE MODEL

CLIMATE PANEL PANEL
RECORD ESTIMATES ESTIMATES

BASIC
INPUTS

I ' R , SO [ r. -

I I I S l T

BASE PERIOD BASE PERIODMAJOR BND CLIMATE -- ANNUAL-YIELD
COMPONENTS MATRIX SCENARIO MATRIX

OUTPUT SELECTIVE SUMMATION
OF PROBABILITIES
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CHAPTER TWO

THE TECHNOLOGY PROJECTIONS

2-1 INTRODUCTION

In the crop-yield survey, members of the Agriculture Panel were asked to
make two kinds of estimates for each country-crop combination The sub-
lect of this chapter is the Part I estimates, which dealt with the trend of crop
yields to the year 2000, assuming no change from recent climate patterns
but taking account of likely changes in agricultural technology The Part 11
estimates dealt with yield as a function of annual crop weather, given the
technology then prevalent in each country.

2-2 SEPARATING THE EFFECTS OF TECHNOLOGY FROM THE EFFECTS OF
WEATHER

The stated goal of Task II was "to estimate the likely effects of possible
climate changes on selected crops in specific countries, and to develop a
methodology for combining crop responses and climatic probabilities into
climate-crop scenarios for the year 2000." Therefore, we were mainly
interested in the replies to the Part II questions of the survey, i.e., the
panelists' estimates of probable crop responses to selected values of
annual temperature and precipitation. But numerous research reports on
weather-yield relationships have cited the complex interaction between
the weather component of crop yields and the technology component.
While most researchers agree that weather and technology are important
determinants of yield trends and variability, they frequently disagree as to
(1) the composition and relative importance of the factors included in the
terms "weather" and "technology," and (2) the nature and extent of the
weather-technology interactions.

For our purposes it was necessary somehow to segregate the complicating
influences of technology. Thus, the Part I requirements were intended
primarily to help the panelists separate their perceptions about the effects
of technology from their perceptions about the effects of crop weather. For
each key crop we presented a table and a plot of historical yields with these
instructions: "Assuming that the climate remains essentially the same as
during the period of record (i.e., essentially the same means and variances
for the weather variables that affect the crop) but taking into account your
best judgment of probable changes in technology for this country-crop
combination, indicate your projection of the general trend in yields to the
year 2000." The panelists recorded their estimates as three extensions of
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the historical yield series corresponding to the 10th. 50th and 90th per-
centiles of average yields. See Appendix A- 1 for the format of the Part I
requirements and Section 1-4 for the methodology by which the panelists'
responses were aggregated

2-3 IMPLICATIONS OF THE TECHNOLOGY ESTIMATES

Although they are not strictly essential to our climate impact assessment.
the Part I estimates are of considerable interest They are, after all, relevant
to the "most probable" of our five global climate scenarios, namely, the
Same as the Last 30 Years Scenario.

However, the technology projections indicate considerable uncertainty on
the part ot individual panelists, and the aggregation technique reflects the
wider range of perceptions held by the panel as a whole. The dispersion of
the estimates underscores the need for further research on the future
impact of agricultural technology.

Nevertheless, we believe there is enough "truth" in the central tendencies
of the aggregated Part I estimates to support a major conclusion: by the
year 2000, the effect of changes in technology on most crop yields is likely
to be severalfold larger than the effect of climatic change.

2-4 PRESENTATION OF THE TECHNOLOGY ESTIMATES

Appendix B-1 and Appendix B-2 contain the aggregated technology
estimates for each of the 15 country-crop combinations. In Appendix B-1
the projections are displayed in the same manner as they were solicited,
i e, aggregated percentile trend curves are shown as extensions of the
crop-yield series that appeared in the survey. In Appendix B-2 the
aggregated results for the year 2000 are presented as frequency
distributions of estimated yields

The panelists were also requested to comment on the rationale for their
technoloy projections Their verbal responses are quoted in Appendix B-3.

The aggregated technology estimates for the year 2000 are summarized in
Figure II- 1and Table Il-i Figure II-1, based on a common metric unit of yield.
embodies certain features of the histograms in Appendix B-2 The heights
of the individual bars in the figure are measures of the panel's collective
uncertainty about the course of technology and its effects on yields. The
disparities in the average values of recent yields reflect a number of factors.
among them differences in soils and average crop weather, as well as pre-
vailing technology
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2000 will be less thin 43 5 bLD acre. aSStMilnq nO chan1(e? n ciima te Being
dimensionless, the entries in Columns 3 4 6 'ind 7 apply ilso to the dis-
tribLtIOn of metric yields in Figure !1 1

2-5 DISCUSSION OF THE TECHNOLOGY PROJECTIONS

Figure II-1 deals with mass of food or fodder harvested per unit are,: By thi
measure. U.S corn and Chinese rice held a commanding advantage in the
years 1972-76, If the expected yields can be taken as reliable estimates of
future average yields, the two crops should retai2- their lead for the
remainder of the century, and Argentine corn should join them in a position
of relative advantage .-owever. the corn crops are precisely the ones about
which there is the greatest range of uncertainty (see Section 4-7i At the
other end of the scale, the panelists foresaw very limited improvement on
the current low yields of Australian wheat. The yield bars in Figure 1I-1 reflect
the positive skewness of the distributions: generally, the expected yield is
greater than the median yield, and the distance between the 90th and 50th
percentiles exceeds the distance between the 50th and 10th percentiles.
The positive skewness stems from the tendency of the panelists to regard
recent average yields as lower bounds for their technology projections

The technology projections for 2000 AD are summarized more precisely in
Table I1-1. There is some correlation between current yields and the
expected technological improvement factors. In the corn, rice and soybean
groups the country with the lower current yield has the higher expected
improvement factor. If one excludes Australia, a rather special case, a
similar pattern holds in the winter wheat group: the three lowest current
yields and the three highest improvement factors are associated with the
same countries-Argentina, India and the PRC.
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2'000 The 12 7? ave~ratge yi ld for tt(i nire, L S ( orn states> was r er(n
than double that of Argentinai s I sh, head tirl arid a ri. per;tobl irnproe.
ment falc tor for U S (ori re'-ult in the xi no t ( *(ted U S yield being titout 185
nfi It expet(te ArgenIti' yWltI dt the( turn ot th e (entury

The expected itIroveilielt t factor fo Indian rices , only slightly higher than
for Chinese rice Curise(luently the ratio of Chm !ese yields to Indian yields
changes little by 2000 AD These projectior suggst that the PRO coulj

maintain a yield advantage of almost 2 1

Although recent U S soybean yields were about 15 higher than those of
Brazil. the panelists projected the same ezxpected yield for the two
countries by the year 2000 This im lesanannUJal Brazilian growth rate of
1 321 . compared to about 0 77 for the U S The higher coefficient of van-
ability for Brazil, however, indicates less of a consensus about the outlook
for Brazilian yields

In the spring wheat group. the projections for Canada and the U S are
markedly alike in most respects. as one would expect for contiguous crop
areas farmed under similar economic systems and levels of technological
development The only notable difference is in the skewness 0 82 for
Canada and 0 15 for the U S This difference could reflect a small subgroup
of panehsts who perceive a relatively greater likelihood for Canadian yield
improvements through technology. This in turn could be a reflection of a
smaller data base (22 estimates for Canada. 26 for the U.S ),lower expertise
(26 for Canada. 2 8 for the U S . and therefore less cognizance of possible
constraints on technology in Canada Soviet spring wheat has an improve-
ment factor, growth rate and coefficient of variability similar to those of the
Canadian and U.S crops but it starts from a 1972-76 base that is about
35 lower than the North American average Also. the Soviet distribution is
more positively skewed than Canada's One could attribute this again to
fewer respondents with lower expertise

Except for Australia, the improvement factors in the winter wheat group are
fairly homogeneous The Australian improvement factor (1 111) and
coefficient of variability (0 11 ) are the lowest for any country-crop combi-
nation, suggesting a consensus that weather, not technology, is likely to be
the limiting factor for Australian wheat Of the remaining winter wheat
countries, the Soviet Union has the lowest improvement factor 11 23)-not
so low. however, that the USSR would lose its lead in yields. Argentina. the
PRC and the selected six-state area of the U S. have expected yields of
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about 30 b creu. some 29 below the Soviet yield of 42 hu/acre India
follows with atoiUt 25 bu acre, still a 29 improvement over 1972-76
Austraha tr als with less than halt the expected Soviet yield.

It) Chapter IV we compare the technology projections with the projected
effects of the extreme climate scenarios (Section 4-5) We also point out
that the technology estimates take on a different aspect when they are
expressed as relative rather than absolute yield changes (Section 4-6)

2-6 PARTICIPATION AND EXPERTISE

There is considerable variation among the 15 country-crop combinations
with respect to the numbers arid expertise of the panelists who submitted
acceptable technology projections (Table I1-1).

Chinese rice and wheat have the lowest average expertise (2 1), which is
understandable in view of the paucity of information about Chinese agri-
culture The rice group is exceptional for the small number of respond-
ents and relatively low expertise Otherwise, the average number of re-
spondents for the countries within the crop groups ranges from 19 5 (soy-
beans) to 22.7 (spring wheat), while the average expertise ranges from 2.5
winter wheat, including the PRC) to 3 0 lcorn)

There is a "nesting" phenomenon within the crop groups that include the
U.S The preponderance of respondents were from the U.S. and hence
more knowledgeable about a crop as grown in the U.S. than in foreign

countries. For example, of the 22 panelists who submitted qualifying Part I
estimates on U S. soybeans, 17 also submitted estimates on Brazilian soy-
beans, but most of the latter gave themselves a lower expertise rating on the
Brazilian crop The average expertise for Brazilian soybeans was 2.6
compared to 3 2 -r the U S The nesting effect due to U.S. panelists is
partially offset by foreign panelists who rated themselves higher on. say,
Canadian wheat than on U S spring wheat.

In Section 4-9 we compare participation and expertise between the Part I
and Part II responses to the crop-yield survey

2-7 THE NEED FOR ADDITIONAL RESEARCH

When analyzinq the Part I results of the survey-estimated yield changes
due solely to technology - one should consider that the agriculture panel-
ists were chosen primarily for their knowledge of the Part II weather-yield
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re~commendan i ri -depth amilysi-;m of the possible ,mpa(,t of n~ew technology
and its rate of aidop~tion on the levels and variability of yield6. in] major crop-
producing areas of the world

An initial phase might examine historical yields to assess the relative
impacts of technological and climatic factors. Energy use should recei.
special attention A suggested second phase would be an expanded,
systematic survey of expert judgments about future yields, emphasizing
the roles of the diverse elements of technology under various assumptions
about climate change The panel of experts should be broadly based and
multidisciplinary: it might include members of the NDU Agriculture Panel.
scientists who worked on the World Food and Nutrition Study, specialists at
the international agricultural research institutes, and authorities in
individual countries. Various disciplines ought to be represented: agron-
omists (geneticists, crop-fertility experts), agricultural engineers, agricul-
tural economists, irrigation specialists, agribusiness representatives. etc
The answers to a carefully structured set of questions could provide the
nearest thing to a consensus on the specific elements of technology likely
to be bottlenecks in particular yield situations, and the probabilities of over-
coming those bottlenecks
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CHAP1L R THREE

THE CLIMATE-CROP SCENARIOS

3-1 INTRODUCTION

The climate response model (Chapter 1) was used to generate five s(:enar-
tos concerning Olinate and crop yields around the year 2000 Each of them
recapitulates Or' Of the clirmate scenarios developed in Task I and sum-
manizes its estimated effects on the annual yields of 15 key' crops The
climate-crop scenarios are distinguished by global temperature changes
ranging from a l,arge cooling to a "large" warming (see Figure 1-7i

3-2 THE NATURE OF THE SCENARIOS

Each scenario consists of a two-part narrative amplified by two pages of
data The first part of the narrative and the first page of data. taken from
Chmate Change to the Year 2000 deal with the posited change in climate
The climate narrative seeks to delineate average climatic conditions as they
might exist in a period of years around 2000 AD. These average conditions,
called the expected chmate change, do not refer specifically to the year
2000. the climate of that year is likely to differ from the scenario projection
to an extent consistent with normal year-to-year climate variability The
"probability' of the climate scenarios occurrence is an expertise-weighted
average of subjective probabilities that were solicited from a panel of clima-
tologists Inasmuch as a scenario describes a possible "slice of future
history," it downplays uncertaint Thus. for stylistic reasons. the climate
narrative contains assertions that (efiect a higher degree of certainty than
was expressed by the Climate Panel as a whole The range of uncertainty
about specifics of the expected climate change is indicated in the
appended table of aggregated subjective probabilities

The second part of the scenario narrativeandthc, econd page of data deal
with the response of crop yields to the climate change The yield pro-
jections are sensitive to the zonal details of the expected climate change,
especially to the expected changes in average annual precipitation. There-
fore, there is uncertainty about the projected yields due to uncertainty
about the precise climate change that might affect the crops in a particular
zone of latitude Aside from the uncertainty about average zonal climate
conditions, there is uncertainty with respect to fluctuations in annual crop
weather and the response of crops to these fluctuations
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The effects of a given climate scenario on the annual yields of a key crop are
assessed in terms of normalized relative yields, i.e , yields expressed as
percentages of the average annual yield computed for the Base Period (the
recent past) In calculating a distribution of these annual yields, we assumed,
inter alia, no change from the indigenous agricultural technology of 1976
Although the scenarios dwell on the response of crop yields to climatic
change as of 2000 AD, we believe that climate is likely to have a second-
order effect on most crops compared with applied technology Indeed, a
necessary (but dubious) pretense of the narratives is that the "pure" effects
of climate change will be distinguishable from the effects of other factors-
technological, politico-economic, etc.-which influence crop yields
directly o, indirectly

In our mode!, all the crops common to a zone of latitude are subject to the
same climatic challenge, and they generally respond in the same direc-
tion.. Therefore, the crop-yield narratives have been organized according
to latitude zone (The boundaries of the zones are given in Table S-i ) The
crop-yield data tables, on the other hand, have been organized by crop
group (corn, rice, etc.) to facilitate country-to-country and crop-to-crop
comparisons. The tabulated expected yields (Y) are interpreted in the nar-
rative as average annual yields restated for 1976 technology. Listed in the
last column of each crop-yield table is "PROB Y - 0.9Y," the probability (in
percent) that an annual yield will fall below nine tenths of the expected yield
for the scenario. The entries in this column are the bases for narrative
statements about the incidence of "crop shortfalls." That is, we have
defined a "crop shortfall" to be an annual yield at least 10'( under the
projected average yield.

In the crop-yield portions of the narratives, the following adjectives are used
to describe the magnitudes of the projected changes in Y due solely to the
expected climate changes:

* Change of 3K% or less: small, slight, marginal, negligible.

* Change of 3 K to 6",: moderate, appreciable, considerable.

e Change of 6, to 9, significant, substantial, large.

At the end of the chapter are two additional tables of crop-yield data Table
111-6 is a summary containing the expected values (Y and the coefficients of
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variability of the yield distributions that were calculated for the climate-
crop scenarios and the Base Period. Table 111-6 also has a column of
scenario-weighted yields (the sums of the products p Y. where p is the
probability" of the scenario). If taken literally, the scenario-weighted yield

of a key crop indicates that the expected payoff from climate in the year
2000 is the current average yield, give or take a small fraction. Finally, in
Table 111-7, we list yield statistics for the Base Period, our model of recen,
climate. The tables of projected yields in the scenarios should be viewed as
climate-induced perturbations of Table 111-7. Regarded as a sixth climate
scenario (no climate change whatever), the Base Period fits into thb
sequence of Task I scenarios between moderate global cooling and the
"Same" scenario, which describes a slight global warming.

3-3 THE LARGE COOLING SCENARIO

The Climate Setting

The global cooling trend that began in the 1940s accelerated rapidly in the
last quarter of the 20th century. The average global temperature reached its
lowest value of the past century a few years before 2000 AD. Climate con-
ditions were strikingly similar to the period around 1820. Climatologists
explained the large global cooling in terms of natural climatic cycles, partly
solar induced and partly attributable to several major volcanic eruptions
that occurred between 1980 and 2000. Although many climatologists had
expected a continued increase in carbon dioxide to result in global
warming, this influence was overwhelmed by the natural cooling in the
period.

While temperature decreased over the entire globe, the largest decreases
occurred in the higher latitudes of the northern hemisphere. The north
polar latitudes. marked by an expansion of arctic sea ice and snow cover
(especially in the North Atlantic sector), had cooled by about 2 C since the
early 1970s. The northern higher and lower middle latitudes cooled by
about 1 C. The subtropical latitudes in both hemispheres showed a 0.5 C
decrease in average temperature, while the remainder of the southern lati-
tudes showed a 1 C decrease. The large global cooling trend caused
significantly shorter and more variable growing seasons in the higher
middle latitudes.
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By the year 2000, it was also raining less in the higher middle and sub
tropical latitudes, although precipitation in the lower middle latitudes-
changed little or possibly increased sightly

Precipitation also became more variable. The westerlies showed a pro-
nounced shift from the higher middle to the lower middle latitudes This
shift brought brief, yet severe. "hit-and-run" droughts as well as severe cold
spells (including early and late killing frosts) in the lower middle latitudes
The higher middle latitudes, particularly Canada, from which the westerlies
and their associated storm tracks were displaced, suffered an increased
incidence ot long-term drought and winter cold. In the subtropical latitudes.
the subtropical highs tended to displace the tropical easterly rainbelt and.
hence, increased the incidence of long periods of hot. dry weather The
centerand intensity of the Asiatic monsoon changed dramatically between
the late 1970s and the turn of the century. The frequency of monsoon failure
in northwest India increased to such an extent that the last decade of the
20th century bore a resemblance to the period from 1900 to 1925 Droughts
were also more frequent in the Sahel region

Most average crop yields at the turn of the century had risen well above the
levels of the mid-1 970s. primarily due to the diffusion of improved agricul-
tural technology. As for the climate component of yields, the global cooling
had mixed effects on world agriculture The climate changeperse tended to
diminish the gains from technology in some crop regions. and to augment
these gains in others. Moreover, the droughts and monsoon failures
drastically reduced agricultural yields in the years they occurred.

Crops of the Northern Higher Middle Latitudes

In the northern higher middle latitudes, the deteriorating climate was
general!y detrimental to crop yields. The adverse effects of shorter and
cooler growing seasons, reinforced by a small reduction in average annual
precipitation, depressed the yields of Canadian and Soviet grains to a sig-
nificant degree. When restated for 1976 technology, the average annual
yields of Canadian wheat, Soviet sp~ing wheat and Soviet winter wheat
were 6 , to 9" lower than in the mid-1970s. The magnitudes of these
climate-induced yield changes were the largest of any noted for the 15 key
crops Spring wheat yields in the U.S., however, were reduced only slightly
by the climate change, and the year-to-year variability of yields appeared to
be less than it was in the mid-1970s. Soviet winter wheat yields, on the
other hanc' became considerably more variable, and the incidence of crop
shortfalls (yields no greater than nine tenths the average) increased over
the last quarter century from about 2 years in 9 to 2 years in 7.
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Crops of the Lower Middle Latitudes

With the exception of Chinese winter wheat, the key crops grown in the
lower middle latitudes responded positively to the climate change. In the
PRC, the lower temperatures had an adverse effect on winter wheat that was
only partially offset by the beneficial, but small, increase in precipitation.
The net effect was a small reduction in Chinese winter wheat yields and
somewhat less frequent crop shortfalls. Forthe othercrops in these latitude
zones, the lower temperatures and moister conditions both contributed to
higheryields. In the southern lower middle latitudes, the climate increments
of average yields for Australian wheat and Argentine corn and wheat were
4', to 6' con a technology-adjusted basis, about double those for U.S. corn,
soybeans and winter wheat in the north. The differences between the two
hemispheres may have been due to the slightly greater cooling of the
southern zone and the fact that the crops of both zones (except Chinese
winter wheat) have similar positive responses to cooler temperatures. The
annual yields of the U.S. crops grown in the zone became noticeably less
variable. Crop shortfalls became less frequent: about 2 years in 15 for U.S.
corn, soybeans and winter wheat, compared with 2 years in 11 or 12, 25
years earlier. Although the crops of the southern zone realized larger yield
enhancements from the climate change than the U.S. crops, they did not
enjoy as great a reduction in the incidence of shortfalls.

Crops of the Subtropical Latitudes

The key crops of the subtropical latitudes were stimulated by the modestly
lower temperatures but inhibited by the somewhat drier conditions. On
balance, the climate change had a small depressant effect on Brazilian
soybeans and the rice crops of India and the PRC. Indian wheat benefited
slightly because of its relatively stronger response to cooler temperatures.

Summary by Crop

The cooler climate favored Argentine and U.S corn: Argentina experienced
an appreciable yield increase from the climate change, about twice that of
the U.S., where corn yields became less variable. The climate change had a
negligibly suppressive effect on Indian and Chinese rice. Brazilian
soybeans were virtually unaffected: U.S. soybeans enjoyed small gains and
became less prone to shortfalls.

Canadian and Soviet spring wheat yields were depressed significantly, out
U.S. yields were impaired only slightly, by the climate change.
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The new climate regine eroded average Soviet winter wheat yields signitfi
cantlyand it Imposed a small penalty on Chinese winter wheat Elsewh, re
there were compensatory climatic enhancements of winter wheat yields
moderate in Argentina and Australia, small in India and the U S Shortfalls of
winter wheat were less frequent in the PRC and U S, and wore frequent in
the USSR. than in the mid-1970s

The efiects of the climate change on crop yields were masked by *he gains
due to technology and by the year-to-year variability of yields due to
fluctuations of annual crop weather. Nevertheless, after adjustment for
technological advances, the yield decrements attributable to climate were
substantial in the most northerly grain regions Offsetting these losses were
some small-to-moderate yield increments in the lower latitudes

3-4 THE MODERATE COOLING SCENARIO

The Climate Setting

The global cooling trend that began in the 1940s continued at a slackened
pace through the last quarter of the 20th century. Climatologists explained
this trend principally in terms of a natural cooling cycle, moderated by the
warming effects of increasing amounts of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere The cooling cycle was partly solar in origin and partly
associated wth an increase in vol'anic activity.

While temperature decreased over the entire globe, the largest temperature
decreases occurred in the higher latitudes of both hemispheres. The
cooling of the northern hemisphere ranged from about 1 C in the polar
latitudes to about 0.3 C in the subtropical latitudes. The southern
hemisphere, with its more zonal circulation and larger ocean area, cooled
more uniformly and slowly. The extent of the cooling in the higher middle
latitudes was not sufficiently large to cause a significant change in the mean
length or interannual variability of the growing season.

The levels of growing-season precipitation as well as annual precipitation
remained unchanged in the lower middle latitudes but decreased slightly in
the higher middle and subtropical latitudes. The variability of annual and
growing-season precipitation increased slightly compared to the 1950-75
period, with the strongest .endency toward increased variability in the sub-
tropical latitudes.

Drought conditions again plagued the mid-latitude areas of the US corrob-
orating the 20- to 22-year drought cycle hypothesis. In the other mid-
latitude areas of the world, there were intermittent drought conditions
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c omparable to those of the 1 970s Droughts were also more frequent irl the
Sahel region, as was mionsoon failure in Asia The droughts and monsoon
tfailures slashed aigricultural yields in the years they OCCurred

The widespread aidoption of improve( agrlcoltLjrail technology in the final
C(Ialer Of the centur, ,se th( iveraiqe yields ol most key cl),.s well
above the levels of the mrd-1970s The global cooling, although moderate.
was sufficient to modify the gains from technology For most key crops the
climate component of yiela change was small, but the yields of some
northerly grain crops were depressed to a considerable degree by the
chmate change

Crops of the Northern Higher Middle Latitudes

Generally, crop yields in the northern higher middle latitudes were impaired
by the moderately cooler and slightly drier conditions. Most affected were
Canadian and Soviet grains When restated for 1976 technology, the
average annual yields of Canadian wheat. Soviet spring wheat and Soviet
winter wheat fell about 3 0 to 4 5 below the levels that had prevailed 25
years before The magnitudes of these climate-induced yield changes were
three to four times those of the other key crops The lower temperatures as
well as the decreased precipitation were harmful to these three crops. The
climate change also appeared to cause somewhat more frequent shortfalls
of the Soviet spring and winter wheat crops. Shortfalls were occurring
about 2 years in 8 compared with a rate of 2 years in 9 during the mid-1 970s
U S spring wheat fared better, the lower temperatures had practically no
effect on yields, while the slight drop in average precipitation exacted a
small toll from annual yields

Crops of the Lower Middle Latitudes

The slight cooling of the lower middle latitudes, unaccompanied by any
noticeable trend in precipitation, was marginally favorable for U.S. corn.
soybeans and winter wheat, Argentine corn and wheat. and Australian
wheat Chinese winter wheat, however, experienced a very small decrease
in yields as a result of the cooling. The three U.S. crops seemed to be
slightly less prone to shortfalls than in the mid-1970s.

Crops of the Subtropical Latitudes

The climate change was manifested in the subtropical latitudes by small
decreases in both temperature and precipitation. The cooling had a benign
or neutral effect on all the key crops of these latitudes, but the drier con-
ditons were deleterious The precipitation change governed the climatic
responses of Indian rice, Chinese rice and Brazilian soybeans, but the yield
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decrements were negligible The yields of Indian wheat, which has a rather
strong positive response to lower temperatures, were elevated slightly by
the climate change

Summary by Crop

The cooling was responsible for small enhancements in the yields of
Argentine and U S. corn. Rice yields in India and the PRC were impaired
slightly As for soybeans, the climate change was marginally beneficial in
the U.S. and marginally detrimental in Brazil.

Canadian and Soviet spring wheat yields were reduced considerably by the
cooler, drier conditions U.S spring wheat losses were small by com-
parison The Soviet crop became slightly more prone to shortfalls

Yields of Soviet winter wheat were inhibited to a considerable degree, and
the incidence of crop shortfalls rose somewhat Elsewhere. the climate
change had negligible effects on winter wheat discounted for technology
yields were down slightly in the PRC and up slightly in Argentina. Australia.
India and the U.S

The generally small effects of the climate change on key crops were
masked by the effects of improved agricultural technology and fluctuating
crop weather. After adjusting for advances i', technology, however one
could attribute appreciable losses of Canaoian and Soviet wheat yields to
the moderate cooling,

3-5 THE SAME AS THE LAST 30 YEARS SCENARIO

The global cooling trend that began in the 1940s leveled out in the 1 970s
Average global temperature in the last quarter of the 20th century increased
slightly. thus, temperatures were more consistent with those in the period
from 1940 to 1970 Climatologists explained that the warming effects of the
increasing amounts of atmospheric carbon dioxide had balanced a natural
cooling cycle Temperature increases were nearly uniform throughout both
hemispheres, with slightly more warming in the northern hemisphere than
in the southern No significant changes in the mean length or nterannuai
variability of the growing season were noted in the higher middle latitudes

Annual precipitation levels as well as growing-season p:ecipitaton
remained unchanged from the 194 1-70 period Also unchanged was the
variability of annual precipitation However. a small shift toward increased
variability of growing-season precipitation was detected
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Drouqht coridrti i , io i, lhittu Mid lattUc aref,, of Pie US ((r

rof)ri)inrq the 20 to) 22 ye ar (trouIght cycle hypothesis In othe'r mid
latitute area's ot the world, ( )rolight Co(fditli)s rcur(red also., but r1t to thU

sairie extent aIs in the U S 0n1 thu other hiirid. favorable climthc conditions

returnedto i)(a an(t other parts of Asii Monsoon fatilUr(es bucame more
infre(quent Also. t h e Sahel region, which had suffered severe drought from
1965 to 1973 returned to average weather conditions

The slight warming had virl ually no effect on agriculture However, the
average yields of most key crops had increased markedly in the past 25
years due to technological factors

3-6 THE MODERATE WARMING SCENARIO

The Climate Setting

Average global temperature increased moderately in the last quarter of the
20th century Climatologists explained that the reversal of the mid-century
cooling trend was due principally to rising levels of atmospheric carbon
dioxide. The warming effects of the carbon dioxide, they said, had pre-
dominated over a slow, natural cooling trend.

The largest temperature increases came in the higher latitudes. The north-
ern hemisphere warmed slightly more than the southern hemisphere due
to its greater land area and the largerthermal inertia of the southern oceans.
The warming of the northern hemisphere ranged from about 1.2 C in the
polar latitudes to about 0 4 C in the subtropical latitudes. The correspond-
ing temperature increases for the southern hemisphere were 0.7 C and
0.4 C. The increase in global temperature was reflected in a moderate

increase in the length of the growing season in higher middle latitudes, but
no significant change in the interannual variability of the growing season
was noted.

Annual precipitation levels increased slightly in the higher middle latitudes
but showed little change for lower latitudinal bands. Growing-season pre-
cipitation also increased slightly in the higher middle latitudes and sub-
tropical regions but remained unchanged in the lower middle latitudes
Both annual and growing-season precipitation variability remained
essentially unchanged except for a slight increase in the variability of
growing-season precipitation in subtropical latitudes.

Drought conditions again plagued the mid-latitude areas of the U.S , cor-
roborating the 20- to 22-year drought cycle hypothesis Crop yields fell
sharply during the droughts Rain patterns were somewhat more favorable
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in1 thet. A .i-li ( reg.io n x=id ifi ,ohldr l)i( fl J()rtt: Atri ,i lt :frlH, , _

1riurisOgnerftailurle s t i ilic(h 1y III f(irth,. t 1(jiil, r"r", tIIh'tl( 1.''A , tp:

Ioncl-terril averigj I,, (id th, rit (tt.fut uqt m n,- t qom

Most average crop yield-) it the tr ilt ! o t L tury h; d ristt witHl )it)ovf; thi:
level of the mid- 1 9iOs prinrmirily du to tht, wide (ltftos-rl of niprov(d nq..rl
(ultLiril techrology As for the C(lliitt iCOIn forneft of Yields, the globWil
Wiri lI Ig hI d mi xed teff i(' i t) ( m W ( l grI( .iii ure (:IA IIr Ihit 6 Oit irit g se

tented to diminish the goiris from fe! t rinlogy in sonIe crop regions anti to
augment these gains i uther regions

Crops of the Northern Higher Middle Latitudes

Two manifestations of the cliateu change in the northern higher mlddle
latitudes a noticeable increas,' In templerature and I small ircreii , 

iii

precipitation-renforced each other to enhance the yields of key grain
crops in Canada and the Soviet Union When restated for 1 976 technology
the average annual yields of Canadian spring wheat and Soviet sprilrg and
winter wheat were about 3 to 4 higher than the averages of the- nr/td
1970s. The magnitudes of these climate-induced inorerilrrts were the
largest aniong the key crops Shortfalls of Soviet winter wheat crops wtre-
occurring less frequently (about 3 years in 1 6) than a gua ler century eo rhjur

(3 years in 14). while Soviet spnring wheat shortfalls were Ws(.U oi rriig s-ii n
what more frequently (3 years in 12 versus 3 years in 131 The hiqher
temperatures had a negative effect on U S spring wheat yields but this wN-
)usl balanced by the positive effect of the moister conditions

Crops of the Lower Middle Latitudes

In the lower middle latitudes the climate change took the form of a small rise
in temperature without a net change in precipitation Alone among the key
crops grown in these latitudes. Chinese winter weat had a positive. but
very small, response to the higher temperatures There were hemispheric
differences in the negative responses of the other key crops In the northern
hemisphere, U.S corn, soybean and winter wheat yields were. after cor-
rection for technological advances, about 1 below the levels of the mid-
1970s, and shortfalls of U.S. corn and soybean crops were slightly more

frequent The climatic effects were more pronounced in the southern hemi-
sphere On a technology-adjusted basis, the yields of Argentine corn and
wheat and Australian wheat had declined by 2 to 3

Crops of the Subtropical Latitudes

Temperatures rose slightly in the SUItropicS. but there was no perceptible
trend i ri anriual precipitation Indian wheat, heing quite sensitiye to tem-

perotiire hanges, was the most affected of the sUbtropical key crops net
'fIts(:hnohgy. the ch rimate change , as responsible for a2 to 3 red(uction
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In ,vtrAte' yield- 0)r the 5wniik t)m ts, yields ot Ini( n rice (hfr s(,r f((, erl(
Brazilin " )nawlns were down 1 to 2

Summary by Crop

Sbt- vwarrner cli ate depressed th averige annul yields of Argentine and
U S corn by a small traction yields of the, latter became somewhat more
varible Rice yields inI India and the PRC were impaired only slightly by the

iliimate change Brazilan soybean yields were adversely affected to a small
degr et, U S soybean yields were inhibited to at lesser extent, and the
treg uenCy of crop shortfalls ncreased slightly

Canadilan and Soviet spring wheat yields were enhanced moderately by the
warmer. moister conditions Shortfalls ;ftlicted Soviet spring wheat
somewhat more often than 25 years before U S spring wheat was virtually
unaffected by the climate change

Soviet winter wheat yields were elevated appreciably by the warming. and
crop shortfalls occurred less freguently than in the mid-1 970s The climate
change also induced a small improvement in Chinese winter wheat On the
other hand. it had a small negative effect on winter wheat yields in Argen-
tina. Australia, India and the U S

The effects of the modest climate change on crops were masked by the
effects of technological advances and by the year-to-year variability of
yields resulting from fluctuations in annual crop weather When adjusted for
technological changes, however, the yields of three northerly wheat crops
were 3 to4 higherthan in the mid-1970s, and theyields of fourother key
grain crops were 2 to 3 lower

3-7 THE LARGE WARMING SCENARIO

The Climate Setting

[he global cooling trend that began in the 1 940s was dramatically reversed
in the last quarter of the 20th century Climatologists attributed the warming
trend principally to the warming effects of increasing amounts of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere

While temperature increased over the entire globe, the warming was more
pronounced at higher latitudes. The subtropical latitudes warmed on the
average by about 0 8 C, the lower middle latitudes by 1 C, the higher
middle latitudes by 1 4 C, and the polar latitudes by a remarkable 3 0 C,
compared to the early 1 970s Symmetry prevailed as similar temperature
changes were observed in both the northern and southern hemispheres
The; i n( rease in temperature was accompanied by a significant increase in
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the length ot thtm ruwirg st, r, () iI It h i tght,:r midi e l idi tu dllt a t,,ei Pl , I '
sutstantiilly less yeir to yeir viriatIbility ir the length (it the grow riyg
Sea ason

Precipitatio levels generiilly increased. especially in the subtropical and
higher middle latitudes Annual precipitation variability decreased slightly
compared to the 1950-75 period precipitation variability during the
growing season similarly decreased in the higher middle latitudes. but
increased slightly in the lower middle and subtropicai latitudes

The warming irend brought more favorable climatic conditions to india and
other parts of Asia These conditions were similar to those of the 1930-60
period Monsoon failure was infrequent, especially in norlhwest Indnia But
in the mid-latitude areas of the US, extending from the Rockies to the
Appalachians, drought conditions similar to the mid-1 930s and the early-
to mid-1 950s prevailed Crop yields dropped sharply in the drought years
In other mid-latitude areas of the world, notably Europe, the probability of
drought declined The increased levels of precipitation also returnec tne
Sahel region to wetter conditions

The adoption of improved agricultural technology in the last quarter of the
century had boosted the average yields of most crops well above the levels
of the mid-1 970s The global warming modified the gains from technology
in different ways The climatic changes by themselves tended to enhance
yields in some growing regions and to reduce them in others

Cr,ps of the Northern Higher Middle Latitudes

In ti e northern higher middle latitudes, grain yields were stimulated by the
cldrrate change The higher temperatures per se had a slightly positive
effect on Canadian spring wheat and Soviet winter wheat. a neutral effect on
Sov et spring wheat, and a negative effect on U S spring wheat. The rather
large iincrease in average precipitation, on the other hand. was favorable to
all tf ese crops The opposing effects of the changes in temperature and
pre itation canceled each other so far as U S spring wheat was con-

cerned The other three key wheat crops. however, enjoyed large yield
increments as a result of the climate change When restated for 1976 tech
nology, the average yields of Canadian spring wheat and Scliet spring and
winter wheat were 6 to 8 higher than in the mid-1 970s The magnitudes
of these climate-induced yield changes were the greatest of any noted ;or
the 15 key crops Canadian wheat yields appeared to have become some-
what more variable. but Soviet winter wheat yields were less variable than
25 years before, with the incidence of crop shortalls decrea-ing dramat-
cal1ly from 2 years in 9 to 2 years in , 3 There was ittle change in the vai
ability of Soviet spring wheat
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Crops of the Lower Middle Latitudes

With the exception of winterwheat in the PRC, yields of the key crops grown
in the lower middle latitudes were depressed by the climate change. The
neutral effect of the warmer temperatures and the beneficial effect of the
slightly moister climate combined to produce a small increase in the
climate component of Chinese winter wheat yields. For the other crops, the
higher temperatures had a detrimental effect, and the favorable increases
in precipitation were insufficient to counter the inroads of the temperature
changes. In the southern lower middle latitudes, the climate-induced yield
decrements were appreciable-3% to 4.5% on a technology-adjusted basis
for Australian wheat, Argentine corn and Argentine wheat. In the northern
hemisphere, the declines in U.S. soybean and winter wheat yields were
only 1%, but U.S. corn yields were impaired almost as much as Argentine
corn yields. The larger yield decrements of the southern hemisphere did not
seem to be accompanied by changes in the variability of annual yields. U.S.
corn and soybean yields, however, became more variable, and the fre-
quency of crop shortfalls rose from 1 year in 6 to 1 year in 5 over the final
quarter of the century.

Crops of the Subtropical Latitudes

All the key crops of the subtropical latitudes were affected adversely by the
warmer temperatures. The benign effects of the small increases in precipi-
tation offset most of the negative temperature effects on Indian and Chinese
rice. On the other hand, when discounted for technology advances, the
average annual yields of Brazilian soybeans and Indian wheat were down by
about 2% and 4%, respectively. There were no apparent changes in the vari-
ability of crop yields in the subtropical latitudes.

Summary by Crop

The warming was responsible for small contractions in the yields of
Argentine and U.S. corn; yields of the latter became more variable. Indian
and Chinese rice yields were inhibited to a very small degree. Soybean
yields in Brazil were eroded slightly; U.S. soybean yields fell only half as
much, but became more variable and prone to shortfalls.

Canadian and Soviet spring wheat yields were elevated significantly by the
climate change; U.S. spring wheat was unaffected. Canadian shortfalls
occurred somewhat more frequently than in the mid-1 970s.

The warmer regime substantially raised the yields of winter wheat in the
Soviet Union and lowered the frequency of crop shortfalls. Chinese winter
wheat benefited slightly. Elsewhere, winter wheat had suffered from the
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climate change. Climate-induced losses were appreciable in Argentina,
Australia and India, but small in the U.S.

The effects of the climate change on crop yields were masked by the gains
due to technology and by the year-to-year variability of yields due to fluc-
tuations of annual crop weather. Nevertheless, after adjustment for techno-
logical advances, substantial yield increases could be attributed to the
climate change in the most northerly grain regions. These were offset by
some small-to-moderate yield decreases in the lower latitudes of both
hemispheres.
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TABLES TO ACCOMPANY THE SCENARIOS
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Table III-1A

LARGE COOLING SCENARIO: THE CLIM'ATE SETTING
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I-Ih I 18

LARGE COOLING SCENARIO: PROJECTED EFFECTS ON CROP YIELDS
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Tablu 111-2A

MODERATE COOLING SCENARIO: THE CLIMATE SETrTING
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b~ ~ > 'Es. 0 0 -

9 
-

Polar 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.1 Unitled sidtes 0.6 0.3 0. 1
Northern Higher mid latitude- 0.1 0.4 0.4 0.1 Other nil laiil 0.5 0.4 0, 1
hemisphere Lower miid latituide 0.1 0.1 0.7 0.1

Suhtrop cal 0.2 0.7 0.1 F~e i'i Ii I a 11, jii. tit (
M,,O 1 930s ind ed i'Ii 1, "1 950,
average( SriMIldi 10 Iti, y eiiii

SUu trup rcal 0.2 0.6 0.1 0. 1 m~e, Iii loI it ii.., ,i~ii of '.
Southern Loiwer mrid dl i.0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 0. 1 iFl iiiii iiid i

hemisphere Higher mid latituide' 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.1 1940, ii §0

Polar 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.1

Growing season In highe'r rrridir, Iati,iiles Prolmil~ihit of an incrase hiei'reasio i, the
length of giowirng ieaiiii exceridiig 10 (ilas is 0 1 (0,2): piiiifiatv of dai rcieas,
(ifeCle, i ,,i the eaatIlty of the lenigthi if the. sio ri e-si in e s iif 25.

Is 0.2io u.PROBABILITY OF
MONSOON

PROBABILITY OF , ALR
ANNUAL 10WI NC SEASON 1991-2000 i 5PRECIPITATION I '

CHANGE IAPI <- ~ -

BY LATITUDE ~ ~ ~ 0  ~ nO
Compared with c~ o o a Northwest India 0.4 0.6

194 70) - - Other India 0.5 0.4 0.1
194 701 L). - " . Other Monsoon Asia 0.4 0.5 0.1

Higher mid latitude 0.2 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.3 Frqertrrriito 190025 iierod.
Lower ic id latitude 0.2 0.6 0 2 0.2 0.6 0.2 averagie-smilar to the frequnierv ovei
Subtropecal 0.2 0.5 o.3 0 2 0.5 0.3 1h, longest periodi of reisoitl ava~lale

_____________ frrqiient -SIMI lar to 1930GO period
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SCENARIOS

Table 111 283

MODERATE COOLING SCENARIO: PROJECTED EFFECTS ON CROP YIELDS
Odtd elati~q to the cditlculte(I fitOjOICY (11ST, dot,o1oS Of 1O,/.( IltiVil d11110dI yields (100 expecte'd y.id in the B3ase Periodl

ARGENTINA S L M 10. 201 0.0 J 108.7-0.8411 66.5 91.1 104011361241 112451U.S. INLMI 0.35 0.0 100.7 0.098 -1.15 I 81.4 95.8 .102611084112.1 115

RICE
INDIA INSTI 1030. 2.0 1 1 99.0 0.108-0.651179.2 91.9 :102.3 106.6 1113.3112001PRC I NSTI 030 -2.0 99.2 0.0 .1.031 79.7 92.8 j103.1 1107.810.5 12031

SOYBEANS

SPRING WH-EAT
CANADA N HMI 1-0.50' -2.0 95.7 70.118 -0.44 75.4 88.1 96.5 '104.0'111.8 19.01

USRNHM -0.50 -2.0 96.3 0. 1501-0.71 69.5 86.9 98.9 107.9 115.2 24.4

ARGENTINA S LM -0.20' 0.0 100.8 0.149 -1.13 _70.6 92.3 147 131 1.0 22.6

U..NLM -0.35 0.0 -100.6 0.100 -0.50 82 -.2 93.8 10-_7.149 170O
USIN HM -05 2. 66 *0.10,-.3 72.1 87.2 98.6 !107.4 115.2 24.5

Y~ CV ifid SKEWV athe eXIpeCted yahoov, the coefficc t rof at v wd 1h, ykovo, to y oIpo, Vo ,,eld dol~soto,

HMh hiqh,U no,d1,- LMA low- mdn~fl,, ST SiOW1to(Otoil Tr ful'. S Ii
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SCENARIOS

Table III-3A

SAME AS THE LAST 30 YEARS SCENARIO: THE CLIMATE SETTING

PROBABILITY OF SCENARIO 030
MEAN NORTHE RN HEMISPHE RE TEMPE RATURE CHANGE SINCE 1969 between 0 05 colIder d 0.25 C warmer

PROBABILITY OF I PROBABILITY OF
TEMPERATURE CHANGE LT u Q u ) u u MID-LATITUDE
BY LATITUDE a) 0 1 LO In u ) I o 0 p DROUGHT*(Compared with 1970 75) 19912000

0- iC% O u C n 0 In 0 C ; 0 CL

Polar 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 United States 0.5 0.4 01
Northern Higher mid Iatitude" 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.1 /Other rid laltud, 0.4 05 0.1
herrlsihere Lower rid lattude 0. I 0.2 0.4 0.2 0. 1 1

Souhtroli cal 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.1 0.1 TF ,q,,ni To ,,,-,. ly ,
't 19

3
0s a a .. ) r i 11950,

! ! ,Jve- , (p
,  

sarl al To i t"' fin, "ILj,*, CYI

Subtrop dcl 0.1 0 3 0.4 0 1 0 1 o--, i,, Ion .- I of r,,ooi
SoUthen i Lower md lait.ale 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.1 0. 1 uia ' o
....... S|heer , Hii..r iriu0. lat0tude 0 .1 03 0.4 0.1 0.1 1940, u 60,

Polar 01 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.1

Cru iu -iu i~usii~,i u uui ) .0 i iuuniu u ul' -dIl ITrioujes Prol , hiur of a, ,i cease (nI-ur'as- i n th
length 'Ii -rui rol u 1r-uuuu urceu i ruiq t0 ul0 s uS 02 (0 t). rroulu h tyo o dii ,uiuruiO-

, I .r it,, aruahuliy of I hI, he, qt of th q. ,,uvuiq ne an,, , i r-n, of 25

PROBABILITY OF
MONSOON

PROBABILITY OF FAILURE
PRECAIPITIO ANNUAL GROVVING SEASON 1991-2000PRECIPITATION, ' 5

CHANGE 'P,
BY LATITUDE 0.0

lCnnmluaredi wth o 5 6 50 C0 Northwest India 0.2 05 03
1941 70W Ote Indi &2 &5E 0.3

Other Monsoon As.i r , 0.6 0,2
Hl'qhe ... ... dfalfLl(de 0.2 0,6 0.2 0.2 

i 
16 0,2 "F... ..... . 1 ~ , 1900 , 25 1 ........

Lowe~r mid latitkide 02 0.6 0.2 0.2L 0.6 0.2 av-raqe s~n],lal To I h,,1,1 (1qen ori -

Suttro cal 02 06 02 0.2 0.6 02 o ' ,cord asalanr-
,1nit r io t93060 tier od
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SCENARIOS

Tahl, III 3B

SAME AS THE LAST 30 YEARS SCENARIO: PROJECTED EFFECTS ON CROP YIELDS
[DIta " 1i ""~~l 

I 
ito th"' coJlculated twt(l tI .... 'y "vti~ t ...

, 
.)t flhl~l/te '"I'li ' '1111"Idl yl!'h|d (100 Y I dtft* y ,,l( I ttl 13,|1t P d)I(J

I P (-L INIIA IF YI I H) S.IA I IS% I CS, Ili H (A NTI[ I I'l O)| Y If 1 )
ZONE CHAN hi PROB

of Y .9Y

CROP tAT T P Y CV SKEW 5 25 50 75 95

CORN

ARGENTINA ISLMt ,o 5 [ 00- 1j 994 10176' 0811 5 2 89 51102.2 1124 123 11 249 1U.S. IN M, 025100 1 j993 0 101 103i I78.71927t1014 108112.1 |180

RICE

INDIA [NST *2j0 9i00 .3[94 25j26108 2'113.51 1 202

PRC IN ST 02010.0 998 0111 0.98 79.2 922 1038 1092 1115 211

SOYBEANS

BRAZIL SS 1~ 101 1 00 1 994 10113 ' 0.921 77, 93 1101 911079 113 11 19 o01U.S. IN LM .251 00 99.6 L0.114 0.871 775 931 101.71108.0 114 31 1185

SPRING WHEAT

CANADA N HN11'05 0. 00 9 0 125 067 176 4 930j 1103 1 il10.7',1 18 2 1j
-U.S. __NHM '025 100 9905 0.11 00 74 921 102 51108 7 115 3 211

USSR NHM + 0.25 00 10050155 088 698 910 059 111.81194 245

WINTER WHEAT ____

ARGENTINA SLM 0.151 00 99401054 105 69.1 90.2 103.2 119.9 1166 236

AUSTRALIA S0LM 015 0.0 992 0263 0.50 511 809 026 11981135035 33.2

INDIA T 020 0.0 988 0129 058 756 903 1008108,711158 229

PRC N 025 00 100.3 0174 069 676 877 105.0 1134 123.5 27.5

U.S. N 0LM '0.25 0.0 994 0.107 044 795 93.0 100.6,1074 1149 189

USSR 00 0121 074 77.5 93.0 103.5 1099 116.4 20.7

Y, CV dnd SKEW wre' the expected valtw, thte cotfficltt of vl atd lITy and tht, skewnless of the respective yield distiEutons

HM hqhe mid le LIMA lower midlt, S7 subtroplicl Its Tahl S 1)
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SCENARIOS

Table III-4A

MODERATE WARMING SCENARIO: THE CLIMATE SETTING

PROBABILITY OF SCENARIO 025
MEAN NORTHERN HEMISPHERE TEMPERATURE CHANGE SrINC[ 1969 1elwe,-. 0 25 jrd 06 C w ,

PROBABILITY OF t PROBABILITY OF
TEMPERATURE CHANGE T L u u o u  

u o u MID LATITUDE
BY LATITUDE o, c o :,o DROUGHT"
Co ...rfixed with 1970 75 .- . r o EC 5 ; - ', - 1991-2000 .5

Polr 01 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 01 /uOiled S1.1im 05 03 02
N ... thr Hiqherr ir.. Idtatmle* 0.1 0.3 0.4 0 0.1-0.1 i Other 'id ,
r....spher e Lowe md idttole 0.1 0.5 0.3 01

Suhtrro0 icr'I 0. 1 . 0 1900. "r 9 , ,'ri 0,

Subtropical 1 0,1 I 0 6 0.2 0.1 , .... , ' " ' ........
Siuther l Luo r rmd latrl..rr 0 1 0.5 0.3 01 . a I~liih ,ii , O i
rr,o-,shr H.itrrr roil I di'*r 0 -1 0.3 0.5 0.1190 i 19 r

P l' r J 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.1 0.1P, d, l ITI Id 10 A 'hf0 0c 0
"ii'. 'of ii * , oj(t r i q,,ri ]r1rul,. i.,rtlr os P r,rrrl~l or dii irsO (% (J'fIr a, rI , h
irtrgrh t ;r.. .. -'(r , !isio r 10 dr , 04 (02. iirdriaii.'r o2 a ,i(d

hlt* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , rtTf) .l lt ~ h ht , t " ,,,~qth oif th,. (p((......q sv- -o , ' t{. H 25

. 0 1 (07Ti PROBABILITY 
OF

MONSOON
FAILURE - "

PROBABILITY OF ANNU.' GROWi S So 1991-2000
PRECIPITATION . . .. , <.
CHANGE =.P * 1
BY LATITUDE
BCYr wAitE 0:15"' 0- 0 lNorthwest Iriaid 0.2 0.5 0 3
1941 70) 2 - t Other India1941 701 - U " S 0. Other Monsoon Asia

Hiqher md latitude 0.3 0.5 0.2 0.3 0,5 0? -Frrqent -sictar ro 190025 o,-o0
Lower mid latitude 0.2 0.6 0.2 0 2 0.6 0 2 araqr-srrIar io 'h I r.t.1 n(,
Subtroprcal 0.2 0.6 0.2 03 0 5 0 2 the io , .od ot -cord a. airi.

- rtrJ roilt - s,ilai o 193060 iedo1
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SCENARIOS

Table III 4F3

MODERATE WARMING SCENARIO: PROJECTED EFFECTS ON CROP YIELDS

D t J Ijlatinq to th, dlca , d -T'] , ...t.y ( st, hul honlf of llua... h d ... d raLl l yel{|s (100 xpe td yvld , the, Bdse Pe rodl
16. A I 11,~ YIF ) 1 TI, T 1"( I pf H4(I rNTl f 1, O)f y 1[) P O

/1 i, CH ((ANtj P ROB

CROP ..T P y CV !SKEW 5 25 50 75 95

CORN
ARGENTINA -LM 1,045' 00 1 980"0 179 0 77 64 1 '88 1 '1007'111 3'1220-252

U.S. NLM I045 00 98601141 098 770 919 1008107 120 185

RICE
INDIA IN T O40_ 00 99 2 .0108 0 72 790 91 6 10 23 107 5 1133 20 9

PRC N-ST -040 00 994:01141 092 784 917 103111092, 1116 21 1

SOYBEANS 0

BRZI 040. 00 983 0 117 087 768 91 1 1004 107 5 112 81 20
u. s. ' L 0NI045 00 992 0118 O83 766 922 1009910803114419

SPRING WHEAT

CAAD fNsJ '052 V10 12 U08 768 959 106 9 1136 121 5 t213

CAAA - 65 -- 20 0 L 38 0 1! 07'U.S. _ { HMJ 065. 20 100 1 120 074 773 925 1028 1097 1161 214

UsSR INHMI '005 '20 103 10155 098 702 932 108 11150 1216 245

WINTE R WH EAT

ARGENTINA SLM '045 00 979 0158 099 678 88.8 101 7 1104 1158 240

AUSTRALIA SLM '045 00 975 0270 0,45 493 7901006 1183 1346 34.2

INDIA NST 0.40 00 974 0132 053 739_88,3 995 1076 1150 238

D-PRC N LM +0.45 0.0 1004,0,178 066 670 L874 1050 :1140 1239 279

U.S.N LM '045 00 989 0109!-041 790 i 920 998 1072 1148 192

USSR NHM +0 .6 5K +2.0  102901101 087 181O 1 9581105 8 
1
11A117A8 9

Y. CV arid SKEW are the expected value, the coefficient of Varialiity atd the skewress of the respeclive yield d sttibot otis

HM hqher middle. LM lower middle. ST subtropical (ste Table S 11
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SCENARIOS

Table III 5A

LARGE WARMING SCENARIO: THE CILIMA I E SETTING

A H ' I L I]I( ol u; - io 0 1r0lJ U

%' AN \O HlI f I i ,. tiF I ISPHE HE T[ klP RAT JH I tH )r A , ( I lh t t .,,, U , I1 C 18 . .

PROBABILITY OF - - PROBABILITY OF -

TEMPERATURE CHANGE I MID LATITUDE
BY LATITUDE - - DROUGHT*

' d.. vmh 197.) CD ZIb. 1991 2000 -

/<

P ~l,i u o o 1, 0 1) 0 .r,, )lh f 2 0J 1

' H,qhe, i 0 C) d 0 (-4 : " 04
'Sj , L i iItud 0 0 0? 02

St, 0 Az U U " ' ,. , . ,,

h9.' .A~ 'l'. L H,izh.r' rt, IUltl,' U I i ? U,, ,
Uol- , ,1 08 U 1

P; _________ - j-. i

-LIi, l
I  

, i<l ',i ' ', i r. ! I ,, i t .l Il. T. , ,, . . .. .i. .. , "

. . .~. . . .. , . . .... . .... . 1)0 , U ,

t) t0 0 1
PROBABILITY OF
MONSOON
FAILURE-

PROBABILITY OF ANNitA[ H ' 1991 2000
PRECIPITATION . __

CHANGE z
BY LATITUDE -'

CC,,,,. or1 (I A0 A

1941 /01- - -z - - .

P '..., . d i ,, , r, , 04 05 0 1 0 3 i 0 ,,

L,)z\.'',z .:hl: ,: 03 05 03 0.1 0.
03 05 i02 04 1 ) • .
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SCENARIOS

LARGE WARMING SCENARIO: PROJECTED EFFECTS ON CROP YIELDS++~~ ~~~~~ X,, + i+"" " ++ +, , , I %I A I'+ ' I Ni [1 I',+'ll P1
CORN
ARGENTINA ILMI 1 00 20 97! 0 180 0751 63 6 869 993 1102 1212 258

U.S. INLMI +1 00 '20 975 0120 091 749 90; 995 107 ,11 91 1194

RICE

INDIA NST '075 +20 997 0105 083 802 929 1025 1076 1130 202

PRC N ST '075 '20 994 0 115 093 782 9.7 103 1 ;093 11t 5 21 2

SOYBEANS

BRAZIL SST '075 '20 978 0 16 0911 752 907 1000 1065 1118 7

U.S. N LMI 100 20 1990 0 124 0761 759 914 1009 1087 11491 06

SPRING WHEAT
CANADA N HIM1 140. .60 j 10790 0132' 0881 809 99 1 Il113*1194 '1250 2181

U.S. N\HMI + 140 60 1003 0122 072 773 927 1027 1096 1165 2121

USSR NHMI  140 '60 11067 0150 108j 729 982 1112 1179 261 217

WINTER WHEAT

ARGENTINA SLM .100 '2.0 964 0.158 101 665 873 1003 1087 1139 24 1

AUSTRALIA S LM 100 +2.0 95.7 0.280 0.37 474 766 98.2 1167 1347 350

INDIA NST +0.75 '2.0 96.0 0135 0.53 724 866 986 1060 1140 246

PRC NLM +1.00 +2.0 101 5 0.186 0.63 L66.9 872 1054 1159 1265 290

U.S. N IM +1.00 2.0 988 0.1121 0.36 787 912 998 107 1 1150 200

USSR NHM ,1.40 +6.0 106110.094 1.05 -86.2 1008 1081 1132 118.6 152

Y CV itt SK W w, the 'ticttd value, the coeficitc nt of vatatabttty atd the ske-wness of t., ,'Siiii.t-i yV,,I , I i-f t It tifs

HM htth., itdlh LM lower middle, ST sIbtropical (set Table S 1)
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SCENARIOS

Table III 6

YIELD SUMMARY FOR ALL THE CLIMATE SCENARIOS AND THE BASE PERIOD
LARGE MOERATE SAME WAA) RATE t ARGE SC AI
COOlING COOLING S WARMING WARIMIN(G M GHT I D
p 010 p 0.25 p 030 p 025 p 010 lu[ Pt RIO[)

CROP T CV " Pii
y I Y y ' CV Y Y Cv

CORN
ARGENTINA - 21051 0.160 1008 0173 994 017 98107 0179 971 0 180 994 1000 0174

U.S. 102310.085 11007 0098 993-0110 986 0 114 91 0 10 9960 000,0 105

RICE

INDIA 992 0.107 990 01081 96 10 10799210 108199701051 [99331 110000106---- -- t-9!t2 -8 9 1 1 r933 11001 16PRC 992 10 1041 992 0 106j 998 1111994 10 114 994 10 1151 9947j 100010 108

SOYBEANS
BRAZIL 199810112 99 1494- 0113T983T 0117 9 78 "01119 1 0011U.S. 1015 090 100 0011996 0 1 992 10 18 99 0 10-24 9981 O00108

SPRING WHEAT

CANADA 91.5 0,119 957 0 1 8_1009{0 125 1038'0 12910T90 132 10009 1000 0120

U..99001399 _110 I995 0 118 10102103 0 122 99 57_ 100 0 0141
USSR 93.6 0.144 96.3 0 150 1005 0155 1031 0115 1067 0160 10 02 10000 51

WINTER WHEAT

ARGENTINA 104.1 0.134 10080149 994-0154 97 6 $ 158 964 058 9953 1000.0 152

AUSTRALIA 105.5 0234 1009'0255 992 0263 975 0270 957 0280 9949 1000 0260

INDIA 101.60.120 1006 0123 988 0 129 974 10132 960 0 135 9888 ;000 0125

PRC 987 0145 99.1 0159 1003J0174 100408 5 0 186 10001 1000 168

U.S. 1026 0.092 100.6 0.100 994 i0 107 _989 0 109 988 l112 99 85 1000 0104
USSR 93.8 0.154 96.6 014 06 0121 1029 0110106110094 10006 0 101

Expected yields (Yi) and coefficients of jariabilty (CV) are extracted from TabIs I11-1B lthrouI
t
h 1115 I , th-

'probablilty" of the climate scenario.
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SCENARIOS

THE BASE PERIOD: CROP-YIELD DATA FOR RECENT CLIMATE

RGNINA 1h SL 00... 00. I..... ef I 0.0.0174 .082 I'l16 00 105V1.1125 10
I , I I It t ) I I Pf I

CROP t;tY CV S;KF % 25 1) 95 9Y

CORN

U.S. IN LM 0.0 0.0 1OO.O 0.1051 1091 79.9 937 ,1020 1083 1121 11166

RICE

INDIA N ST I100 0.0 1100.0'0.106' 0741 1 80 1 928 102,8 109.0 1136112011
PRC jNST 00 00 1100.0*0.108] 1041 798, 929 1042 1089 111411 202

SOYBEANS

BRAZIL S 00 0.0 100.0 0.111 0.95 1782 938 1027,1082,1132 192

Us. INLM 0.0 0.0 100.010.1081 0.901 178.2 94.3 I019 108.0_1140 168

SPRING WHEAT

CANADA N I 00 00 1100.0 0120 0.62 768 92.7 1007 108.2 1172 2 9.5
U.S. N HIM 0,0 0.0 1100.0 0.114 072 178.3 93.0 103.0 1092 115 206

USSR NHM j 0.0 00 100.0 10.151 0.87 70.1 910 '1039 111,51184 228

WINTER WHEAT

ARGENTINA SLM 00 0.0 1000 0152 -109 695 915 1040 112.4 116.81 232

AUSTRALIA SLIM 0.0 0.0 1000 0.260 -0.53 51.8 82.2 104 1 120.3 1353 335
INDIA N ST 00 0.0 100.0 0.125-062 76.8 911 1022 1099 1165 223

PRC N LM 0.0 00 100.0 0.168 -0.73 68.0 87.8 1048 113.1 121.61 266

U.S. N LIM 0.0 0.0 100.010.104 -0.47 80.6 93.5 10 3 1076114.9 186
USSR N HM 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.126 -072 76.1 91.9 102.01109.9 1162 _21.5

Y, CV and SKEW a,' th e. pe(:je(j vci l t 
, 

The co'ff, nt of vaabhity and the skewnress of the respecte y rld dst, but ons

HM h qh, r ,ddlh LM lIwir middle ST SolhtolIocal (sie Table S 1)
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CHAPTER FOUR
DISCUSSION OF THE CLIMATE-
CROP SCENARIOS AND
TECHNOLOGY PROJECTIONS

4-1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we summarize and co!late the projected agricultural effects
of the global climate scenarios that were developed in Task I We also com-
pare the isolated effects of climate and technology on yields, call attention
to the distinction between relative and absolute technology projections.
and examine the uncertainty about the technology projections Finally. we
consider the average expertise and the number of respondents who con-
tributed to the technology projections and the annual-yield functions

4-2 THE CLIMATE CROP SCENARIOS: A PERSPECTIVE

Figures IV-1 and IV-2A contain representations of the annual-yield distri-
butions generated by the climate-response model for the nontrivial climate
scenarios and the Base Period (the present") The four yield projections for
the year 2000 are based on an assumption of no change from current agri-
cultural technology The yield distributions for the fifth climate-crop
scenario ("Same as the Last 30 Years") are not shown they are very similar
to the Base-Period distributions

Each bar in the figures encompasses 90 of the calculated annual yields
while its colored inner portion encompasses 50 Note, for example, that
the projected 25th and 75th percentiles of relative Argentine corn yields are
about 96 and 118. respectively, in the Large Cooling Scenario Thus. in this
scenario, a fourth of the annual yields would fall at least 4 below the
expected yield of the Base Period, which is the model s equivalent of the
current average annual yield Likewise, discounting any change in tech-
nology a fourth of the annual yields would be at least 18 greater than the
current average

It can be seen that all the distributions are skewed toward the lower yields
The median yields, for instance, exceed the respective expected yields,
and in each bar the distance between the 25th and 5th percentiles is
greater than the distance between the 95th and 75th percentiles
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DISCUSSION

Several patterns are evident in Figures IV-1 and IV-2A. The five bars for a
crop may be echeloned downward from left to right (Argentine corn), eche-
loned upward (Canadian wheat), or just partially echeloned downward
(U.S. corn). In two instances the bars diverge from left to right (U.S. spring
wheat and Chinese winter wheat). Three of the four crops grown in the sub-
tropical latitudes-the two rice crops and Brazilian soybeans-have
essentially rectangular envelopes, indicating litle change in the yield dis-
tributions from scenario to scenario. Aside from these three cases, a key
crop can also be classified according to whether its expected yield is
enhanced in the cooling scenarios and depressed in the warming scenar-
ios, orvice versa. The first class of crops, for which cooling is beneficial and
warming is detrimental, is typified by the two corn crops, whose expected
yields are echeloned downward. The second category, with an upward
echeloning of expected yields, is typified by the spring wheat crops.

The variability of annual yields is reflected by the heights of the bars and the

distances between the horizontal divisions. According to the model, the
relative annual yields of Australian wheat are the most variable of all the key
crops. Relative yields of U.S. corn, spring wheat and winter wheat are seen
to be less variable than their foreign counterparts. Also, the yields of most
key crops are less variable in the cooling scenarios than in the Base Period,
but more variable in the warming scenarios. Soviet winter wheat is a
notable exception; its bars contract from left to right. (The exceptional
behavior of Soviet winter wheat is discussed in Appendixes D-3 and D-4).

Country-to-country differences are stressed in Figure IV-2B; it indicates
how the wheat-growing countries fare relative to each other in the Base
Period and the two extreme climate scenarios.

", ,; ", ,t, nns r,.i it y based on teldatve yields may differ from comparisons based
I!,. I4 Jt' f. , i t"in 1) 14
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4-3 THE CLIMATE-CROP SCENARIOS: FOCUS ON EXPECTED RELATIVE
YIELDS

The impacts of large cooling and large warming on the expected normalized
relative yields of the key crops are shown in Figure IV-3. The crops are
ordered from greatest loss of yield to greatest gain of yield in the Large
Cooling Scenario. For the top seven crops this is also the order of the great-
est to least algebraic gain in the Large Warming Scenario. Canadian wheat,
Soviet spring wheat and Soviet winter wheat, in that order, are the most
sensitive of all key crops to the extreme climate scenarios. In the Large
Cooling Scenario there are seven "gainers" and eight "losers." In the Large
Warming Scenario the tally shifts to five gainers and ten losers.

The expected-yield data displayed in Figure IV-3 are replotted by crop
group in Figure IV-4 along with additional data from the Moderate Cooling
and Moderate Warming Scenarios.2 The Same as the Last 30 Years Sce-
nario is omitted because its effects on yields are insignificant-the changes
in expected yield are less than 1%, except for Indian wheat (-1.2,o).
Defining "small", "moderate" and "large" projected yield changes to be in
the approximate ranges of 0% to 3%, 3% to 6%, and 6% to 9%, respectively,
we discern the following patterns:

* There is a mirror-image symmetry between the two cooling scenar-
ios and the two warming scenarios. That is, in terms of the yield defi-
nitions, a cooling scenario and the corresponding warming scenario
(large or moderate) generally have opposite and equal effects on
expected yields.

" "Small" yield changes are in the majority, even in the two extreme
climate scenarios, which have the most-pronounced effects on
yields.

" "Large" yield changes are confined to Canadian and Soviet wheat in
the extreme scenarios.

" In the two less extreme scenarios, Canadian and Soviet wheat
account for all of the "moderate" yield changes. The Argentine and
Australian crops account for all but one of the "moderate" changes
in large cooling and large warming.

* Within each scenario there is considerable compensation between
gains and losses in the combined wheat groups.

" All the yield char ges of U.S. crops are "small."

2 The content of Figure IV-4 is summarized in a different form in Table S-2, where the key crops are
combined by zone of latitude rather than by crop group
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Fiqur IV 3

IMPACT OF THE EXTREME CLIMATE SCENARIOS ON THE EXPECTED
VALUES OF NORMALIZED RELATIVE ANNUAL YIELDS
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DISCUSSION

The two rice crops and Brazilian soybeans are exceptions to the pattern of

opposite yield changes. They experience "small" losses not only in the four
scenarios depicted in Figure IV-4 but also in the Same as the Last 30 Years
Scenario. As for the apparent anomaly of crops that are adversely affected
by all the climate scenarios, we refer the reader to their expected-yield
response surfaces (Figures VI-3,4,5): the traces of the expected climate
changes applicable to the subtropical latitudes run roughly parallel to, and
slightly below, the 100-yield contour curves of the three crops,

Regarding the observation about U.S. crops, the changes in U.S. corn and
spring wheat yields are smaller than those of their foreign counterparts. In
the soybean group, U.S. yields have a small upside potential in the cooling

scenarios while Brazilian yields do not; in the warming scenarios, the U.S.
losses are about half the Brazilian losses Among the six winter wheat
crops, the changes in expected U.S. yields range from smallest to third
smallest Thus, while the key U.S. crops are spared from serious erosion in
the unfavorable scenarios, the model indicates that they also have little to
gain in the benign scenarios.

4-4 THE CLIMATE-CROP SCENARIOS: FOCUS ON THE VARIABILITY OF
RELATIVE ANNUAL YIELDS

In considering the variability of yields, one is concerned with the details of a
frequency distribution (or probability density function), whereas an
expected yield is an average (or integral) that tends to smooth out errors in
the underlying frequency distribution. Thus, the following discussion
about variability is on somewhat shakier ground than the discussion about
expected yields. As pointed out in Section 5-11, we place more confidence
in statements about expected relative yields and relative measures of vari-
ability than we do in assertions about absolute measures of variability.

The present approach to the variability question might warrant an inter-
mediate level of confidence. In this section, we avoid specific measures of
variability by directly examining aggregated and renormalized versions of
the annual-yield distributions. One assumes that the coarseness of these
distributions washes out some of the "error" in the underlying, detailed
distributiuns. At any rate, the renormalization of yields highlights scenario-
to-scenario and country-to-country differences that would be hard to per-
ceive from the original distributions.

The renormalized yield distributions associated with the two extreme
climate scenarios and the Base Period (the "present") are shown in Figures
IV-5 through IV-9 The renormalized annual yields are expressed as decimal
fractions of Y the expected yield pecular to the scenario of interest This
additional normalization should not be confused with the standard scale of
normalized relative yields used heretofore For example, one sees from
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Figure IV-5 that Y for Argentine corn in the Large Cooling Scenario is 105 1
on the standard scale. Therefore, an Argentine corn yield of 1 1Y in large
cooling is equivalent to 1. 1 - 105.1 = 115.6 on the standard yield scale, I e.

115 6,', of the Base-Period expected yield

The Y-scale, which is common to all country-crop-scenario combinations.
lends itself to the following kind of question about world agriculture in the
year 2000: Given that climate change has resulted in a new average yield for
each crop, what are the probabilities of realizing other than average yields.
and how do they differ from the corresponding probabilities of the present ?

To structure this question further, we arbitrarily define the following cate-
gories of annual yields based on the Y-scale:

" Very High (VH) Yields 1.15Y or higher

" High (H) Yields: 1.1Y _- 50o

" Normal (N) Yields: 1.OY - 50

" Low (L) Yields: 0.9Y + 50o

" Very Low (VL) Yields: 0.85Y or lower

Thus, a "Normal" yield has the same meaning for all crops in large cooling.
large warming and the Base Period: it is a yield that lies within 5,, of Y. the
expected normalized relative yield for the climate state of interest. "Below
Normal" and "Above Normal" yields are respectively smallerand largerthan
"Normal" yields. A different choice of yield boundaries would result in

different conclusions about the variability of yields. Moreover, the signifi-
cance of a given fractional departure from average yield depends on the
inherent variability of the particular country-crop combination.

There are two sets of bar graphs for each crop group. The first deals with the
probabilities of "Below Normal" (BN), "Normal" (N) and "Above Normal" (AN)
annual yields in the three climate states. These probabilities, which sum to
unity, are presented as portions of a single bar with unit length. In the
second set of graphs, the probabilities of VL-L-N-H-VH yields are shown as
conventional histograms interdigitated to facilitate comparisons between
countries and scenarios. It is difficult to visualize the yield distributions of a
single winter-wheat country in this format, so the distributions of individual

countries are plotted in Figure IV-9C.
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To illustrate the kinds of observations that can be made about the figure .
we consider the two key corn crops (Figure IV-5) According to the table of Y
values, both Argentina and the U S cjoy higher expected relative yields in
large cooling than in the Base Period, and both suffer lower expected y el(,s
in large warming. As for the BN-N-AN yields, we note that

" In all cases, N yields are in the minority, and AN yields are rfl)re Ikely

than BN yields.

" The U.S has a higher probability of N yields than Argentina in all
three climate states.

* In Argentina, large cooling and large warming have little effect on the
probabilities of BN-N-AN yields

" In the U.S., large cooling increases the probability of N yields to 42
about a third higher than in the Base Period and about 80 greater
than Argentina's chances for N yields in the same scenario

Looking at the VL-L-N-H-VH histograms, one sees that Argentina has
essentially the same uniform distribution of yields in each climate state The
flatness of the Argentine distributions is due to the relatively high prob-
abilities for the catchall tails, i.e., the VL and VH yields These tails, of
course, provide a clue to the overall variability of a crop. Again, the U S
presents a different picture:

" In each climate state the distribution has a pronounced peak and is
skewed toward the lower yields.

" The probabilities of N and H yields are large relative to the other yield
categories (and much larger than the corresponding probabilities
for Argentina).

* Except for L yields, the yield probabilities differ noticeably from
scenario to scenario. In fact, the mode shifts from H yields in large
warming and the Base Period to N yields in the favorable Large
Cooling Scenario.

Whether the scenario-to-scenario differences in the yield distributions are
economically significant is an issue that we have had to skirt because of its
dimensions. The simplest question, perhaps, is how an assumed climate
change would affect the year-to-year variability of total world grain produc-
tion. relative to a no-change scenario. If the distribution of annual world
grain production could be projected, would the average of that distribution
be the same as the global production that was computed in Task Ill on the
basis of the projected average yields of the individual crops?
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Ftgure IV 9C
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Given a last-running economic model suitable for Monte Carlo calculations.
such questions could be answered if one had joint distributions of the
annual-yield events for the several country-crop combinations How. then,
carl joint yield distributions be synthesized from individual yield distri-
butions like those in Figure IV-5? To a first approximation, the probabilities
of joint yield events could be calculated using the assumption of indepen-
dence except where contiguity is a factor In a given year, for example, the
yields of U S. corn and U.S soybeans would probably fall in the same yield
category But even after reducing the number of cases by contiguity con-
siderations and after the liberal exercise of judgment, there would remain a
formidable number of cases to analyze

4-5 COMPARISON OF TECHNOLOGY AND CLIMATE EFFECTS

Figure IV- 10 brings together two independent sets of yield projections for
the year 2000 the relative effects of possible changes in technology
(assuming that recent climate persists), and the normalized relative yields
implied by the Large Cooling and Large Warming Scenarios (assuming
1976 technology). For convenience we shall refer to these two projections
as "technology yields" and "climate yields," respectively.

The yield data in Figure IV-10 have been normalized to "current" average
annual yields. The technology yields for each crop are expressed as per-
centages of the average yield for 1972-76: The climate yields are
expressed in the standard way as percentages of the expected yields cal-
culated for the Base Period (our approximation of present climate) While
the common reference yield of 100 has different meanings for the tech-
nology yields and the climate yields, it constitutes a reasonable basis for
making rough comparisons between the independent effects of
technology and climate as they were assessed in the study.

Each yield bar in Figure IV-10, whether for technology or climate yields,
represents the semiquartile range of relative yields. In the case of
technology yields, the semiquartile range reflects the Agriculture Panels
collective uncertainty about the technology which might be applied in the
year 2000. as well as the panel's uncertainty about the effects of that tech-
nology on yields. The semiquartile range of climate yields, on the other
hand. reflects our assumptions about the year-to-year variability of crop
weather.

A , '' t 1,F, _o, Ij,1 ti j r P R Hipy-'S 1 th re(iti'st olhe' Kett('rrinq Fod),t i li w ltI' f it ,I Orhi'
[)r~f,'r",,. !Jrlivirtty  !,nds to upport thr; .issLIn pttorn Sr' the '( tiOn un ,trnj,il cwrp ,e;lthtr in
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I n order to make generalizations auit Figure IV- 10, we defer discussion of
Australian wheat, an exception that re(uires separate consideraton The
following observations concern the other 14 country-crop combifatIons

The magnitude of the greatest change in expected relative climate
yields is 8.5 (the expected annual yield of Canadian wc2t

decreases by that amount in the Large Cooling Scenario) By
contrast, all 14 crors have expected relative technology yields
which are more than 20 above current levels. Six of them have
increases exceeding 30

As measured by the semiquartile ranges in Figure IV-10. the dis-
persion of the technology yields exceeds that of the respective
climate yields. In this sense, the panelists' uncertainty about tech-
nology yields is greater than the spread of climate yields due to fluc-
tuations in annual crop weather.

There is little overlap of technology-yield bars and climate-
yield bars. The overlap in the Canadian and Soviet wheat crops
stems from modest increases in technology yields and large
positive yield responses to global warming (which are accompanied
by comparable yield penalties in global cooling)

In terms of expected relative yields, the effects of technology and climate
are most nearly commensurate for the Canadian and Soviet wheat crops.
Still, the effects of technology on these crops are about three times greater
than the effects of the extreme climate scenarios.

Returning to Australian wheat, we note that.

" The expected technology-yield increment is about twice the magni-
tudes of the two expected climate-yield increments. This factor is
the smallest of all the key crops because Australian wheat has the
smallest expected relative technology yield and at the same time
ranks high (fourth, to be exact) in the magnitude of its responses to
the two extreme climate scenarios.

" Unlike the othei 14 crops, the semiquartile range of technology
yields is smaller than the semiquartile ranges of the climate yields.
This is borne out by the coefficients of variability (CVs): Australian
wheat has the smallest CV of technology yields (0.111) and the
largest CVs of climate yields (0.234 in large cooling and 0.280 in
large warming).
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The overlap of the yield bars is the greatest among the 15 key crops
This is due to the proximateness of the expected technology and
climate yields, the small spread of the technology yields, and the
large spread of the climate yields.

The observations on Australian wheat reflect different facets of a rare con-
sensus reached by the Agriculture Panel; technology is not likely to have
much effect on Australian wheat yields because the large variability of
annual crop weather limits the expected return from technology inputs.

The projections for Australian wheat bring to mind the interaction between
weather and climate on the one hand and technology on the other. The
technology projections might have been higher if the panelists had been
asked to assume the more benign climate of the Large Cooling Scenario,
rather than current climate.

4-6 RELATIVE TECHNOLOGY YIELDS VERSUS ABSOLUTE TECHNOLOGY
YIELDS

When making crop-to-crop comparisons of yield distributions, one must
appreciate the distinction between relative yields and absolute yields. In
this section we examine some implications of the distinction as it applies to
technology yields, climate yields are considered in Section 5-9.

If the countries within a crop group are ranked according to the expected
values ot their technology-yield distributions, the ranking associated with
relative yield distributions will generally differ from the ranking associated
with absolute yield distributions. The difference in the rankings can be seen
by comparing Figures IV-10 and I1-1. For example, Argentine corn ranks
above U.S. corn with respect to the expected values of the relative
technology projections (Figure IV-1 0). Th is is the reversal of the situation for
absolute yields (Figure 1-1). The difference hinges on the growth rate of
expected technology yields, which is the same for both relative and
absolute yields. Argentina has the higher growth rate, giving it primacy in
expected relative yield, but this growth rate is insufficient to negate its lower
absolute base yield for 1972-76.

In every crop group, the ranking of countries by expected relative tech-
nology yields is determined by the rank order of the technology growth
rates listed in Table I1-1. On the other hand, the ranking by expected
absolute technology yields in the year 2000 is generally the same as the
rank order of the 1972-76 base yields. Exceptions occur when a growth
rate is sufficiently high to disturb the starting order. This happens in soy-
beans, where Brazil pulls abreast of the U.S., and in spring wheat, where the
U.S. moves from a close second in 1972-76 to a slim lead over Canada by
the year 2000.
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Consider next the ranking of relative and absolute technology-yield dis-
tributions with respect to measures of dispersion The heights of the tech-
nology-yield bars for Argentine and U.S corn in Figures I1-1 and IV-10
suggest two different rankings Indeed, the standard deviation of the
absolute yield projections for Argentine corn is 12.5 bu/acre compared to
22.4 bu/acre for U.S. corn, while the standard deviations switch order for
relative yields (32.6 and 27.5, respectively).

In Table Il-1, which deals with absolute yields, the rank of a country within a
crop group may differ according to whether the dispersion criterion is the
standard deviation or the coefficient of variability. What, then, is a suitable
dispersion criterion for making crop-to-crop comparisons of the panelists'
"inherent" uncertainty about the potential effects of technology? The
standard deviation of relative technology projections has an advantage
over the standard deviation of absolute technology projections in that the
normalization of the relative yields effectively eliminates disparities among
current average yields due to differences in prevailing technology and
growing conditions. Even better is the coefficient of variability because it
also subsumes differences in perceived growth rates. The coefficient of
variability is doubly attractive because it is the same whether one considers
technology projections on an absolute scale or on the scale of relative
yields.

4-7 UNCERTAINTY IN THE TECHNOLOGY PROJECTIONS

As indicated by the coefficients of variability (CVs) in Table I1-1, the agricul-

ture panelists were most uncertain about the technology projections for
Argentine corn (CV = 0.216), U.S. corn (0.209), and Chinese winter wheat
(0.205). The presence of the last crop in this set of high uncertainty is
understandable since the 16 panelists represented in the data base had an
average expertise of 2.12 on the 4-3-2 arithmetic scale of expertise, the
lowest for any crop. In fact, only two panelists rated themselves 3 (Quite
Familiar): the others rated themselves 2 (Familiar). Thus, it is likely that the

panel's relative ignorance about Chinese winter wheat accounts for much
of the large spread of technology yields. The volatile political situation in the
PRC at the time of the survey might also have contributed to the spread.

U.S. corn is instructive because the situation with respect to expertise is the

opposite of Chinese winter wheat:

The two hqurtes ae not slicIly tompjiraile wih res t(c 10 (j CSt nsiOfof dis)persion the 'iars in FiqurtE

IV 10 are de tIerir med ty t h and 75th [?f(t pemor tIvS (If rtlat,ve yiI(i. those it FigUre II- 1 y he 10th
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* The average expertise of the 22 respondents in the U.S. corn data
base is 3.41, the highest of any crop.

e Only U.S. spring and winter wheat have more respondents.

o Of the 22 respondents, 14 rated themselves "Expert" (expertise =

4), the most for any crop.

Given the high expertise for U.S. corn, one might expect a fairly narrow
distribution of technology-yield projections. However, such an expectation
would be unwarranted unless the panelists held common views about the
many factors affecting technology choices. We attribute the relatively large
spread of U.S. corn technology yields not only to the inherent difficulty of
predicting the adoption of technology but also to the tendency of our
methodology to exaggerate uncertainty (the more respondents, the greater
the potential range of yield projections).

In a sense, Argentine corn inherits the broad range of perceptions that were
submitted for U.S. corn, and those relatively expert perceptions probably
were broadened further by an additional element of ignorance about
Argentine corn:

" The 19 respondents for Argentine corn form a subset of the 22
respondents for U.S. corn.

" All but four of the 19 panelists gave themselves a lower expertise
rating on the Argentine crop; the other four were only "Familiar" with
both crops.

" Argentina has no corn "Experts," 12 "Quite Familiars" and seven
"Familiars," compared with 14, three and five respondents in these
respective categories for U.S. corn.

" The net result is an average expertise of 2.63 for Argentine corn, 3.41
for U.S. corn.

This is another instance of the "nesting" phenomena noted in Chapter I1: the
same panelists, highly knowledgeable about one country in a crop group,
making technology projections for another country about which they are
less informed. Such nesting, of course, also obtains in the panel's
estimates of how yields respond to annual crop weather, the estimates
which underlie the climate yields.
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4-8 WILL THE EFFECT OF CLIMATE ON CROP YIELDS BE DETECTABLE?

At this point one must question the perceptibility of the climate-induced
yield changes that are projected in Section 4-3. Would it be possible to
observe such changes in view of (1) the yield-enhancing effects of tech-
nology and (2) the variability of yields arising from year-to-year fluctuations
of annual temperature and precipitation? For two reasons we incline toward
a negative answer.

The first, and we believe most important, reason is that climate probably will
have a second-order effect on yields over the next few decades. For most
crops, the Agriculture Panel's projections point toward technology-related
yield increments several times greater than the average effects of climate
change. The second reason is basically statistical. In the year 2000, if one
could somehow factor out the effects of technology over the previous
quarter century-not to mention the effects of other nonclimatic determi-
nants of yields-there would remain the problem of resolving the projected
changes in average yields from short series of fluctuating annual yields.

Some appreciation of the masking effect of weather-induced yield varia-
tions can be gained from Figures IV-i, 2A. Observe the positions of the pro-
jected 25th and 75th yield percentiles for a scenario relative to the position
of the expected yield. In most cases, the half of the relative annual yields
which fall outside these two percentiles are farther removed from the
expected value than that value is removed from the expected value of the
Base Period. Hence, it is unlikely that one could detect, much less measure
accurately, a change in average yields on the evidence of a small sample of
annual yields.

For the key crops most sensitive to climate change-Canadian and Soviet
wheat-the effects of climate would be more evident. In the Large Cooling
Scenario, for instance, the 75th percentile of Canadian wheat yields is less
than 100. That is, three fourths of the relative annual yields are projected to
be less than the expected yield of the Base Period. Therefore, if the climate
yields could be seen as clearly as portrayed in Figure IV-2A-a big "if"
considering the obscurant effects of nonclimatic yield determinants-it
would be obvious that Canadian wheat yields had been adversely affected
by large global cooling. However, the mean of a small sample of annual
yields would be unlikely to give a sharp estimate of the change in average
yield due solely to the climate change.

R. A. Ambroziak has made the following estimate for the projected effects of
the climate scenarios on most of the key crops: if, around the year 2000, one
could correct for technological changes, it would require decades-in some
cases centuries-to detect the climate-induced change in average yield
with a 95" probability of being correct. It would even require a pentad or
more of annual observations to detect the impact of the two extreme climate
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scenarios on the comparatively sensitive wheat crops of Canada and the
USSR.

If the impact of climate change on average crop yields is likely to defy mea-
surement and possibly even escape detection, can climate make a
practical difference in agriculture by 2000 AD? We think so.

Domestic and international agricultural affairs are driven largely by
"extreme" events, by departures from "normal" yields and production.
Hence, if the patterns of "good" and "bad" crop years were to change in
countries which are important exporters or importers of food, then the
patterns of short-term strains and surges in world agricultural trade would
differ from those witnessed recently, and policymakers would face new
challenges. We made an attempt to raise this issue in Section 4-4.

Thus, in the shorter term, changes in the variability of yields might be more
noticeable than the elusive changes in average yields. Nevertheless, the
long-term average impact of a climate change could be profound. For
example, agricultural trade patterns would be altered with far-reaching
economic and political consequences if climate were responsible, on the
margin, for transforming certain traditional importers of food and feed into
net exporters.

The global climate scenarios encompass most of the reasonable possibili-
ties for the year 2000. At the turn of the century, the world agricultural
situation will differ according to which scenario eventuates. In that sense
climate will have made a difference, whether or not causes and effects are
correctly perceived at the time, and whether or not our projections are wide
of the mark.

4-9 EXPERTISE AS A FIGURE OF MERIT

Having seen in Section 4-7 how expertise was distributed in certain
technology data bases, we now consider some broader aspects of
expertise.

In the absence of "hard" data, we used the judgments of the agriculture
panelists to develop the annual-yield matrices that express spatially
averaged yields as functions of annual crop weather. In a more oblique
manner, we aggregated individual subjective probabilities to develop the
technology projections. An annual-yield matrix estimates an unknown
function which nonetheless is manifestly defined within bounds set only by
the vagueness of the question posed in the survey of the Agriculture Panel.
In the case of the technology yields, however, we are presuming to quantify
the effects of inherently unpredictable technology trends. Obviously, the
worth of a technology projection ora yield matrix-and the inferences drawn
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from it-is linked to the quality, and perhaps the qi~antity, of the individual
estimates from which it was derived. Therore, in combination, the
numbers and self-assigned expertise ratings of the respondents to the

many parts of the crop-yield survey provide a rough measure of merit for the
various findings of this study.

Expertise is a fairly unambiguous figure of merit for the technology yields
since the yield projections ware aggregated directly from the agriculture
panelists' responses without regard to other considerations. The climate
yields are less clear-cut because they depend not only on the expertise-
weighted annual-yield matrices but also on several externals and premises.
For instance, the climate yields are quite sensitive to the precipitation
changes portrayed in the climate scenarios, and these scenarios are them-
selves distilled from the perceptions of a different panel of experts. In
addition, climate yields are affected by the parameters of the bivariate
normJ distributions and by the assumption that the parameters are valid

for all the climate scenarios (see Sections 5-10 and 5-11).

Figure IV-1 1 contains information about the panelists who submitted
acceptable responses to some orall of the 30 parts of the crop-yield survey.
The lowest expertise rating of any individual entry in the data bases is 2
(Familiar). The numerical entries on the left hand side of the figure are
arithmetic averages of the expertise weights associated with the data
bases."

In Figure V-1 1 there is a loose correlation between average expertise and
level of participation, i.e within a crop group the countries with the highest
and lowest expertise averages are respectively the countries with the
biggest and smallest participation, and this applies to both data bases. The
figure reflects the imbalance of nationalities on the Agriculture Panel: the
U.S. crops have the biggest participation and the highest expertise in their
respective crop groups. Canadian wheat is the oniy crop with expertise
close to that of its U.S. counterpart. Ranking low either by participation or
expertise are Chinese rice, Chinese winter wheat and Indian rice. Indian
wheat, however, has median or higherstanding among the 15 country-crop
combinations with respect to both participation and expertise.

The technology data bases have an edge over the annual-yield data bases
with respect to participation. (There are 12 cases where the number of
replies in a crop's technology data base exceeds or equals the number in
its annual-yield data base.) On the other hand, the average expertise ano
average weight generally are higher for the annual-yield data base than for
the technology data base. Thus, the expertise bars in Figure IV-1 1 would

S ,, m ' r 'I' ri ,,i'd to' hi, , e'rt, W rqht w by the
(!.~t* ,,J~'0 , if ) ) irh Iovn h iltho ,,wwroii~ h lqV w , r ' ~ qte t x and1

,I~'[t w' W h c, for c, q ,tc( l If ccl olll, I il ' ' i " , Ill"cI Io' P(ILlI M oreove: if tlh
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F*ur IV\ 11

PARTICIPATION AND EXPERTISE IN THE TASK 11 DATA BASES

CRP CUTYAVG AVERAGE EXPERTISE OF NUMB3ER OF RESPONSE,)
CRP OUTRW~EIGHT RESPONSES IN DATA BASE IN DATA BASE

CORN 1.6ARG
________1.8

U. S.3.
1 1 3.0

RICE INDIA f1.6
_ _ _ _ _ PRC 1.1 _ _ __ _ _

SOYBEANS BRAZIL 1.8

SPRING CANADA 1.7
WHEAT 2.0

U. S. 2.
2.3

USSR 16
1 1.7

WINTER ARG 1.4_

WHEAT 1.6

AUS 1.4

1.6

INDIA 1.
_________ 2.0

PRC
1 .4

U.S. 2.
2.7

USSR 1.
1 1.7

EXPERTISE RESPONSES

TECHNOLOGY PROJECTIONS jj7]ANNUAL YIELD FUNCTIONS

The adi whll,SIIl X)r i-p t li wIti(Is of 4,3,2 cwisr t'I IsIpctsvv wiiqhts of 4,2.1.
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appear to reflect the criteria used to nominate members to the Agriculture
Panel: the panelists were chosen with the annual-yield functions upper-
most in mind. However, one could argue from the totality of expertise ratings
(rather than the expertise in the final data bases) that the panelists
considered themselves to be at least as competent on the technology
questions as on the annual-yield questions (see Appendix C-1). Such an
argument, of course, does not detract from the somewhat superior
expertise of the annual-yield data bases.

A dichotomy occurs when one ranks the 15 technology data bases and the
15 annual-yield data bases first by participation and then by average
expertise. In the case of corn, rice and soybeans, a country's rank-by-
expertise exceeds or equals its rank-by-participation. This situation is
reversed forall the wheat crops except Soviet winterwheat, i.e., a country's
rank-by-participation exceeds or equals its rank-by-expertise.

The remaining remarks are directed toward groupings of the data bases by
crop and country. One sees from Figure IV-1 1 that participation is fairly
homogeneous among the crop groups if rice is excluded; average partici-
pation for the members of the corn, soybean and wheat groups varies from
19 to 23. By country group, average participation is biggest for the U.S. and
Canadian crops, and smallest for the Chinese and Indian crops.

Table IV-1

RANK OF CROPS AND COUNTRIES BY AVERAGE EXPERTISE

Data Bases
Rank Technology Annual-Yield Functions

CROP 1 CORN (3.05) SOYBEANS (3.13)
GROUP 2 SOYBEANS (2.98) CORN (3.10)(All Countries) 3 SPRING WHEAT (2.65) SPRING WHEAT (2.82)

4 WINTER WHEAT (2.52) WINTER WHEAT (2.68)
5 RICE (2.33) RICE (2.34)

COUNTRY 1 U.S. (3.10) U.S. (3.25)
GROUP 2 BRAZIL (2.65) CANADA (2.83)
(All Crops) 3 CANADA (2.59) BRAZIL (2.79)

4 INDIA (2.54) INDIA (2.73)
5 USSR (2.51) ARGENTINA (2.58)
6 ARGENTINA (2.49) USSR (2.57)
7 AUSTRALIA (2.37) AUSTRALIA (2.47)
8 PRC (2.13) PRC (2.28)

The average expertise of all entries in each grouped data base is shown in parentheses.
The admissible expertise ratings were 4(Expert), 3(Quite Familiar), 2(Familiar).
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In Table IV-1 the crop groups and country groups are ranked by the average
expertise of the technology data bases and by the average expertise of the
annual-yield data bases By either criterion, the corn and soybean groups.
with averages at the "Quite Familiar" level (expertise = 3), are superior to the
two wheat groups. The wheat groups, in turn, stand a cut above the last-
place rice group, for which the expertise approaches the "Familiar" level
(expertise = 2), the lowest admissible

Among the country groups in Table IV-1 the U S crops lead, and the
Chinese crops trail, by sizable margins of expertise The technology data
bases of the next five countries after the US.-Brazil, Canada, India, the
USSR and Argentina-are clustered in an interval of 0 16 units of expertise,
while the jump between Argentina and seventh-place Australia is 0 12
units. The annual-yield data bases are bunched differently with respect to
expertise. Canada, Brazil and India are closely ranked but separated by a
gap from Argentina, the USSR and Australia

Finally, we note that Table IV-1 reflects the quality of the annual-yield data
bases relative to the technology data bases Namely, for each crop and
country the average expertise of the grouped annual-yield data bases is
higher than that of the corresponding grouped technology data bases.
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INDEX OF SYMBOLS AND
SPECIAL TERMS

Listed below are symbols, abbreviations and terms used in this report
Italics indicate that a term is employed in a special or nonstandard sense A
citation such as 1-2:1 5 or S-2 :3 refers to chapter, section and page where
the item is introduced in the main text or the Summary. A boldface citation,
e.g., Chap I, 1-2 or A-i, refers to a chapter, section or appendix where the
item is discussed at length. The brief definitions are not necessarily
complete.

SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

AT = annual temperature. S-2:2; 1-5; A-2

AP = annual precipitation. S-2:2; 1-5; A-2

(AT, \P) an occurrence of annual crop weather; an "annual crop-weather
point." S-2:2; 1-5:21

,\T = long-term change in temperature; the expected value of AT after an
assumed climate change. S-2:3; 1-9; A-2

k AP = long-term change in precipitation; the expected value of AP after an
assumed climate change. S-2:3; 1-9; A-2

(.\T, AP5) = a climate change. 1-9:31

BND(.\T, .\P) - probability of the joint occurrence of ,AT and AP in the Base
Period; more generally, a bivariate normal distribution
which approximates the variability of annual crop weather
in the recent past. S-2:2,3; 1-6; A-2

s, = standard deviation of annual temperature in the Base Period (the re-
cent past); one of the BND parameters.

s, = standard deviation of annual precipitation in the Base Period; one of the
BND parameters.

r - the correlation coefficient for annual temperature and annual precipita-
tion in the Base Period; one of the BND parameters.
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BND(.\T, .\P) = probability of the joint occurrence of .\T and \P after a cli-
mate change, more generally, a bivanate normal distribu-
tion which is assumed to describe the variability of annual

crop weather in a particular climate state S-2:3; 1-10; A-2

Y = a relative annual yield, usually normalized.

Y(\T, .\P) = the relative annual yield associated with \T and .\P, more gen-
erally, the annual-yield function of a key crop S-2:2;1-5,1-8; 5-3
thru 5-6

Y = the expected (or average) value of a distribution of relative annual
yields, expected yield, usually normalized

Y( \T, \P) =the expectedyieldassociated with \Tand \P. iiore generally.
the expected-yield function of a key crop S-2 3,5,1-11,1-13; 6-2
thru 6-5

BND Bivariate normal distribution: a BND matrix

CV Coefficient of variability.

NRCV Normalized relative coefficient of variability

TERMS

absolute yields (contrasted with relative yields) S-10:12. 1-14; 4-6; 5-9

Agriculture Panel. A panel of 35 experts (see Acknowledgments) recruited
for Task II to project the effects of technology on yield trends (B-1, B-2, B-3)
and estimate the annual-yield functions (D-1, D-2).

annualcrop weather. The values of .\T and .\P affecting one year's stand of a
key croo. See also bivariate normal distribution. S-2:2; 1-5:21

annual precipitation (.\P). A differential measure of crop-yearprecipitation;
one of the random variables that determines the annual yield of a key crop.
See also bivariate normal distribution. 1-5:21; 5-2

annual temperature (AT). A differential measure of one year's heading-
period temperature: one of the random variables that determines the annual
yield of a key crop. See also bivariate normal distribution. 1-5:21-; 5-2

annual-yield function. An explicit rule, matrix, or figure, etc., that assigns a
relative annual yield to a specific occurrence of annual crop weather: rela-
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tive annual yield as a function of \T and \P, denoted by Y( \T, \P) S-2 2,1-
5, 1-8; 5-3 thru 5-6

annual-yield matrix A tabular representation of an annual-yield function, de-
rived from Master Yield Grids S-1 1, S-2 2. 1-524,1-8:24

annual-yield response surface A graph of an annual-yield function. 1-5 25, 1-
8:30; 5-5, 5-6

average yield. See expected yield

Base Period. The recent past, t" climate of the recent past, especially the
variability of annual crop weat. in a crop region (see next item), "present"
climate; the reference from wiich an expected (zonal) climate change is
measured. S-2:2, 1-5:21: 1-6; Chap V

bivariate normal distribution. A probability density function or matrix that
approximates the joint distribution of .\T and .\P observed in the Base
Period or assumed to hold in another climate state; abbrev. BND; denoted
by BND(.\T, .P) or BND( AT, AP). See also "sensitivity (2)." S-2:2,3;1-6,1-10;
5-2; A-2

BND matrix. A tabular representation of a bivariate normal distribution. S-
2:2,3: 1-6, 1-11, 1-12

BND parameters. The standard deviations and correlation of annual tem-
perature and annual precipitation; the statistics which determine the
"shape" of a bivariate normal distribution, the Base-Period parameters, de-
noted by sT, s , r, are tabulated in 5-2. S-2:31 1-6:27

climate. In this report, the "climate" of a crop region connotes the year-to-
year variability and long-term averages of annual temperature and annual
precipitation. See also climate change.

climate change. A long-term change in temperature combined with a long-
term change in precipitation; a joint occurrence of .\Tand .\P: denoted by
(,\T, .\P). See also expected (zonal) climate change. S-2:31-9

climate-change variables. In this report, .\T and .\P.

climate component of crop yields. The contribution of weather and climate
to yields, as distinct from the contribution of technology. More specifically,
the estimated crop-yield effects of climate change, e.g., the effects of the
climate scenarios; the primary focus of the climate-crop scenarios; ex-
pressed by distributions of normalized relative annual yields. See also
climate-response model ano climatic uncertainty. S-1:2; S-5, S-6; general-
ized projections in 6-4, E-1, E-2.
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chmate-crop scenarios (for the year 2000). Descriptions of possible climate
changes and estimates of their effects on the yields of the key crops: see
.Also climate-response model and climatic uncertainty. S-11 ; S-3, S-5 thru S-

,1-12; Chap III; 4-2 thru 4-5

limate Panel. A panel of 24 climatologists (see Acknowledgments) whose

sL.Djective probabilities of climatic change were the basis for the climate
scenarios developed in Task I.

chima te-response model. The mathematical model devised to analyze the
climate component of crop yields and to generate the climate-crop sce-
narios. S-1:1; S-2; 1-5 thru 1-15; Chaps V, VI; D-3, D-4, D-5; E-3, E-4

climate response surface. A collective designation for an expected-yield re-
sponse surface or a standard-deviation response surface. 1-11:38; 6-4, 6-5

climate scenarios (for the year 2000). The starting points for the climate-

crop scenarios; see also Climate Panel and climatic uncertainty.

climate state. In this report, a specification of AT and .\P.

climate yields. 4-5:109

climatic uncertainty. The Climate Panel's uncertainty concerning expected
zonal climate changes, as expressed in tables of joint and marginal proba-
bilities of climate change; by extension, the implications of this uncertainty
forthe yield projections in the climate-crop scenarios. S-10:12; 1-13; 6-6thru
6-8; E-3, E-4

coefficient of variability. The ratio of the standard deviation to the expected
value of a distribution; abbrev. CV. S-6:8; 1-5:22

crop-season BNDs. BNDs calculated for crop-season temperature and
crop-season precipitation rather than for heading-period temperature and
crop-year precipitation. D-4

crop-season precipitation. 5-2

crop-season temperature. 5-2

crop-year precipitation. The average precipitation affecting the stand of a
key crop in the 12-month period ending with harvest. S-2:2; 1-5:21; 5-2

crop-yield survey. The questionnaire sent to the Agriculture Panel. S-1:2:1-2
thru 1-5; A-i; B-1, B-2, B-3; D-1, D-2
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crop weather. See annual crop weather.

crop-weather variables, In this report, annual temperature (AT) and annual
precipitation (.\P).

detection of climate-induced yield changes. S-8; 4-8; as a pretense in the
climate-crop scenarios, 3-2:60

distributions of expected yields. Distributions which partially describe the
implications of the climatic uncertainty associated with the climate-crop
scenarios. 1-13; graphs and statistics in 1-13, 6-7, 6-8

distributions of (normalized) relative annual yields. The principal output of
the climate-response model; in particular, the distributions projected for
the climate-crop scenarios. See also "sensitivity." S-1:1, S-2:3; 1-1:15;
graphical examples in 1-7, 1-12, 4-2, 5-9, 5-10, 6-5, E-1

effects of climate compared with effects of technology. S-1:2; S-5, S-7, S-8;
4-5, 4-8

effects of climatic change on crop yields. See climate component.

effects of technological change on crop yields. See technology projections.

expected yield. The expected (or average) value of a distribution of yields;
more specifically, the expected value of a distribution of (usually nor-
malized) relative annual yields calculated by the climate-response model.
See also "sensitivity (3)" and climatic uncertainty. S-5:7; 1-7:30

expected-yield function. An explicit rule, matrix, or figure, etc., that assigns
an expected yield to a specific climate change; expected yield as a function
of .\T and \P; denoted by Y(.\T, .\P). S-2:3,5; 1-11; 6-2 thru 6-5

expected-yield matrix. A tabular representation of an expected-yield func-
tion, derived from an Expected-Yield Summary Table. 1-11:36; 1-13; 6-7

expected-yield response surface. A graph of an expected-yield function. S-
2:3,5; 1-11:36; 6-4, 6-5

Expected-Yield Summary Table. A table of statistics (expected value, stan-
dard deviation and skewness) pertaining to distributions of normalizedrela-
tive annual yields that were calculated for 49 assumed climate states. 1-
11:35; 6-3; E-2

expected (zonal) climate change. The values of .\T and .\P assumed to
affect all the key crops of a given latitude zone in a particular climate
scenario (Table S-1) See also climatic uncertainty. S-3:5; 1-9:31, 1-12:40
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expertise ratings and the use thereof. S-2:2, S-4 5;1-3 thru 1-5; 2-6; 4-9; 5-4;

C-1; E-4

frequency distributions See "distributions"

growing-season pre ipitation. 5-2

heading period 5-2

heading-period temperature. The average temperature affecting one
year's stand of a key crop during its heading period. S-2:2; 1-5:21; 5-2

joint and marginal probabilities of climate change. For a given latitude zone,
probabilities of the joint occurrences of ATand .\Pthat might be associated
with a specific range of global temperature changes: derived from the Cli-
mate Panel's subjective probabilities of zonal climate changes. See also cli-
matic uncertainty. 1-13:43; 6-6

key crop. One of the 15 country-crop combinations examined in this study.
S-2:2; 1-2:15

latitude zones. Defined in Table S-1, see expected (zonal) climate change.
S-3:5

Master Yield Grids. Arrays of statistics pertaining to the Agriculture Panel's
estimates of relative yield as a function of annual crop weather; the bases of
the annual-yield matrices. 1-5:22, 1-8:30; 5-4; D-1

methodology. (1) Concerning the effects of technological change on the
yields of the key crops.' S-1:2; S-4; 1-3, 1-4; 2-2, 2-6, 2-7; 4-7, 4-9; B-3; C-1;
E-4. (2) Concerning the effects of climatic change on the yields of the key
crops: see climate-response model.

normalized relative annual yield. Annual yield reckoned as a percentage of
the average yield calculated for the recent past (1976 technology is under-
stood). S-2:3; 1-8; 5-3

normalized relative coefficient of variability. The ratio of the CV of annual
yields after a climate char- to the CV calculated for the Base Period:
abbrev. NRCV. S-9:11; 5,.

parameters of the BND. See BND parameters.

precipitation. See .\P and \P, also "sensitivity."

relative annualyield. Annual yield expressed as a percentage of some refer-
ence yield; see unnormalized - and normalized
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relative yields (contrasted with absolute yields). S-10:12-,1-14; 4-6; 5-9

renormalized (annual) yield. Annual yield reckoned as a decimal fraction of
the expected yield projected foran assumed climate state (1976 technology
is understood). 4-4

response surface. The representation of a function as a surface over the
plane of its two independent variables.

semiquartile range. The distance between the 25th and 75th percentiles of
a distribution. 4-5:109

sensitivity. Four kinds of "sensitivity" are examined in the report. (1) The
relative influences of .\T and .\P on the year-to-year variability of yields: S-
9:11; 5-7. (2) The sensitivity of the relative-yield distributions to the BND
paramaters: S-9:11; 5-10, 5-11; D-3, D-4. (3) The effects of 10% changes in
precipitation compared with the effects of the expected zonal climate
changes: S-9:11. (4) The sensitivity of the expected yields in the climate-
crop scenarios to the expected zonal climate changes: see climatic uncer-
tainty.

skewness. The third moment of a distribution divided by the cube of the
standard deviation. 1-5:22

standard-deviation response surface. A graph of the standard deviation of
relative annual yields as a function of the climate-change variables AT and
.\P, derived from an Expected-Yield Summary Table. S-2:3,5; 1-11:38; 6-4,
6-5

task; Tasks I, II, Ill IV The sequential phases of the climate impact assess-
ment. S-1:1

technology component of crop yields. The contribution of technology to
yields, as distinct from the contributions of weather and climate. More spe-
cifically, the estimated crop-yield effects of technological change; the tech-
nology projections for 2000 AD. S-1:2; S-5

technology projections. The Agriculture Panel's projections of the effects of
technological change (absent climatic change) on yield trends to the year
2000; see also "methodology (1)" and "uncertainty about the technology
projections." Discussion of the projections: S-5, S-7, S-8; Chap II; 4-5,4-6,4-
8; B-3; E-4. Graphical representations: 1-4; B-1, B-2.

technology yields. 4-5:109

temperature. See \T and ,\T, also "sensitivity."
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uncertainty about the annual-yield functions. S-10:12; 1-5; 4-9; 5-4; D-2

uncertainty about the climate scenarios. See climatic uncertainty.

uncertainty about the expected yields in the climate-crop scenarios. The un-
certainty induced by climatic uncertainty.

uncertainty about the technology projections. S-5:7,8; 2-3:51; 2-7; 4-7,4-9;
B-3; E-4

unnormalized relative annual yield. Annual yield reckoned as a percentage
of the yield corresponding to the average heading-period temperature and
the average crop-year precipitation of the recent past (1976 technology is
understood). 1-5:22; 1-8; 5-3

variability. (1) The variability of annual crop weather (approximated by a bi-
variate normal distribution). (2) The variability of annual yields induced by
the variability of annual crop weather (described by a "distribution of nor-
malized relative annual yields"). See also "sensitivity (1), (2)."

weather. In this report, the "weather" of a crop region is described by annual
temperature (AT) and annual precipitation (AP). See also annual crop
weather.

weather/climate variables. The crop-weather variables AT and AP and the
climate-change variables AT and AP. See also "sensitivity." S-9; A-2

zonal climate change. The manifestation of a global climate change in a par-
ticular zone of latitude. See expected (zonal) climate change.

zones of latitude. Defined in Table S-1; see expected (zonal) climate change.
S-3:5
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